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AtsSTR.ACT
The thesis questions the admission selection policies for undergraduate
studies in design and architecture faculties. At the present time most North

American universities, including the Faculty of Architecture at the
University of Manitoba, select students solely on the basis of an academic
grade point average (GPA).

In order to explore citeria for a flexible admissions policy, the thesis addresses
three central themes. Human Potential explores evolutionary ideas on

human developmenÇ perception, cognition and memory. Social Relevance

in Design discusses ideas on appropriate design response for the twenty-first
century. Criteria for Tudgement looks at current theories on human
preference and aesthetics. Each of these thematic chapters explores innate

human capabilities which appear to be an integral part of the design process.

The thesis explores the nature of design thinking from these three distinct

points of view in order to describe differences in the thought processes
between the logical, rational approadr to learning and the

inruiüve/emotional aspects involved in design thinking. Because design
processes appear to require divergent thinking skills that are not necessarily

measured by the amount of knowledge one possesses, the question then

follows: is academic grade point average (GpA) the best predictor for selecting
the most appropriate studenb to study design and architecture?

Data has been collected and analyzed from two centres for design education in

Canada. The University of Manitoba study looks at the relationship befween
GPA and studio performance for 400 studenb. Findings from the

u. of M.

studies clearly indicate that there is no significant correlation between entry
GPA and srudio grades.

The University of Toronto study looks at the relationship between

ifs entry

test (GPA is not considered) and studio performance for 62 srudents. Findings

from the U. of T. studies show a significant correlation befween the Toronto
admission test and studio grades. The Toronto ad.mission test is d.escribed in

chapter four and is included in the appendix of the thesis.

Both studies found a significant correlation between the first year studio
course and the remaining studio courses throughout the programme of
studies.

The thesis concludes with a summÍuy of the arguments for an alternative
admissions policy based on the findings of the qualitative studies and on

information in the main body of the work.
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The notion that each of us has unique modes of learning and various ways of

understanding new information prompted me to reflect on the abilities of the
students we admit to the Faculty of A¡chitectu¡e at an undergraduate level.

As an educator in the first and second year design stud.ios and theory classes,I
have been acutely aware of the struggle many of our students have in coming

to terms with the expectations we place on them as design thinkers. Many
clearly believe we are expecting them to find the correct answer so they can
move on to the next question. Process driven solutions are generally an

enigma. Many 'brigh('students develop a mediocre method early and never

Sow

as design thinkers. The majority of these students have been admitted

with high grade point

averages.

A¡e we admitting a population of studenb that have the most potential for
success

in both the reflective and creative aspects of designing the human

envi¡onment?

Does our selection policy continue to perpetuate a technologically advanced

but intuitive-deficient resulÇ not only in the studio situation but also in the

v

profession?

Is

it possible that through

or¡¡ admissions policy we have confined our

student body to those who excel in those logical, rational, sequential processes

that lead to the development of theoretically sound but intuitively deficient
design solutions?

How can we implement an acceptance of "reflective, creative, and morale
aspects of architecture and interior desigÐ the poetic dimensions; the anti-

dote to "techno-managemenf' and then, what criteria should we use to admit
the new student population to this kind of education?"l

The thesis is an attempt to answer these questions. In order to do so it seems
necessary to address three separate issues. The first I

will call HUMAN

POTENTIAL. This will explore evolutionary ideas on human d.evelopment
and current neuro-psychological ideas on perception, cognition and memory.

I believe by bringing these ideas forward we can inform ourselves of the range
of cognitive abilities we possess and perhaps begin to explore new criteria for

admitting students into design-related fields.

1Dr. j. Atbrecht Archítæture anil the Disproprtianate Dæelopnant of Human Faculties"
Princeton University
V
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The second chapter

will explore the question of appropriate design

response

for human beings living at the tu¡n of the twenty-fi¡st century. It will take
the form of a critical review of architectural issues today related to both form
and social relevance and will be titled

SocIAt RELEVANCE IN DESIGN.

In order to justify a position on appropriate design, I include a chapter called
CRITERIA FOR IUDGEMENT. Here I will discuss the question of aesthetics,
using current theories on human preferences, and in so doing define the basis
of my argument against our current admissions practices. I do not presume
to be able to fïnd definitive answers at this time. I believe, however, that I can
show that we do not necessarily have the best selection criteria.

A quantitative study on admissions policies from two centres will be found in
the fourth chapter; RATIONALE FoR A FLEXIBLE ADMISSIONS

pol-lcy.

The thesis concludes with a sununary of the arguments for an alternate
admissions policy based on the findings in the quantitative sfudies and on

information in the main body of the work.

h fanuary 7994, armed with three boxes of books, recent publications,

and

a

laptop computer I arrived in Cassis, Provence to begin synthesizing my ideas
and writing this thesis. My daughter had given me a guide book to Provence

v¡¡

as a

gift and du¡ing my first week here on a short excursion to Marseille I

came across the following passage:

"To pay your respects to Modular Man, take bus 21 from the Bourse down dreary
Boufevard Michelet to the Cotbusier stop. ln 1945, at the height of Marseilles
housing crises, the French Govemment commissbned Le Corbusier to buitd an

experimental unltó d'Habltailon, derived from his 193s theory of ,,La cité
Radþuse'. Le corbusier thought the solution to urban anomie, transport, and
housing was to put living-space, schools, shops, ard recreational facilities all
under one roof, in a building designed according to the human proportions of
Leonardoda Mnci's Renaissance man-in-adde, r6bom as Le corbusie/s wiggly
Modular Man. You can see the Man in relief on the huge rough concrete pilotis
,
or stilts, the most revolutionary aspect of the building, which lift it quite literally
above the ground levelof everyday human affairs.

For a city like Marseille, where people enjoy getting out and about at ground level,
the buifding was a ghastly aberration, and they nicknamed it the casa de fada or

'house of the mentally deranged.' Plans for other unités were stifled and in 19S2
the state sold the flats off as co-ops. But architects were entranced; for the next

30 years thousands of buildings in every city in the world went up on pilotis,
before everyone realized that the Marseittais were right ail along; it was mad to
deprive a building of its most important asset, a ground floor. The unité's good
points, however, had few imitators......p

The passage, both sad and funnn underlines a key

point. we,

as designers

and architects, have become great imitators. The generation of current
teachers, taught during the height of the modern movement, continues to

tenaciously hold to the form and function theories born in Germany in a post

2 Dana Facaros
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World War 1 setting and its prevailing economic context.

The current curriculum and our evaluation of student abilities are driven by

our own knowledge base and our personal expectations and biases. We

as

staff members were selected into design schools by the same criteria as our

students. I believe our challenge is to provoke students to think about
solving design issues now, today, in a way that is unique, relevant to the
human condition and location, and acceptable in the

field. perhaps

the

population of students we teach can be selected in ways that are unique

as

well, admitting students with a broader range of abilities and intelligences

into the studio setting, and potentially encouraging valuable dialogue and
exchange of ideas.

tx
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HUMAN POTENTIAL
"lt is by logic that we prove" says Henri poincaré, "but by intuition that we

discove/'

Designing the built environment, calls upon the human mind in ways that
are different from the disciplines of art or science. The fundamental needs for

technology, appropriateness, and. aesthetic fulfilment require both rational
and intuitive processes. Uniqueness and acceptability in design are connected

to culrural, sociological, economic, and historical influences

.

A designer

uses

a range of tools; figural, semantic, symbolic and behavioral. The design
Process engages many cognitive skills including use of analogy and metaphor,

inversions and rotations and requires a strong understanding of spatial scale
and depth perception. Intuition and emotion play roles in the making of

design. Are we assuming too much to reþ on grade point average (GpA)r
the criteria for acceptance of students to design sdrools?

Are there aptitudes and abilities that are required for success in design

lGpA is a numerical average of the rezulb of examinadon in didactic coursework.
Generally, the coursework is taken in scimces or general arb and examinatíons are taken in
written form. Courses are linguistically based.
1

as

education which may not be related to academic achievement? For example,

childhood exPosure and interest in design, positively reinforced during early
childhood education, Rây determine the interest level and commifment
needed to sustain a student through a rigorous design education curriculum.

In a survey of students studying fine art at University of California, Dr. Betty
Edwards2 found a high proportion of students with a "claim to fame" episode

in the field of drawing at an early age. Howard Gardner3 claims that
childhood recognition and reinforcement promotes self confidence and
incentive to succeed in a field.

This thesis attempts to challenge the use of secondary level academic grade

point average as the only criteria for tertiary enEance to Professional Design

Courses. In his article Architecture and the Disproportionate Deaelopment of
Human Faculties, Dr. ]ohann G. Albrecht of Princeton University writes in
the fournal of Architectural Education Spring 1990...that " a curriculum

dtange for most schools of architecture (and design) appears necessary. Such
a change should take place in conjunction with research that studies the
effects of various architecrural subject matters on the functioning and
interdependence of both sides of the brain. In addition, the increasing

z

BettY Edwards, Drautìng on the Fcght Sfule of ttu
anil Drawìng on the futist Within 7979
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Brøin University of California

Press 1970

3 Howa¡d Gardner "To

opmMínds'

Basic Books Flarper
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collins New York

1989

brain bias in high school education ought to be more thoroughly invesdgated
along with the admissions criteria used in architecture (and design)

schools...". The former "elitism of the architectural profession must take on
a sociological rather than a socio - logical frame of reference."4

The neuro-sciencesS have informed us that we humans possess complex
processing skills. The purpose of this chapter then, is to explore these skills in

order to question their involvement in design process

. RecentlT, the idea of

problem solving in relation to design thinking has followed closely the
Patterns of rational and logical scientific

inquiry. Historically however,

design often occupied an ambivalent position, found somewhere between

a

form of art and a form of technical science. The process of design inquiry
might generally be described as rational but it seeru "we d.o not plod in linear
fashion from point to point, nor do we, even when solving logical problems,

hold to the rules of that supreme human invention, logic. we seem to
employ models, use intuitiory play games, and sometimes deliberately ignore
log¡c."6

¿Dr.

I.Albrecht

"Architecture and the Disproprtionnte DarcIopmmt of Human

Facaltíæ' Princeton Universitv l99l

5 Kolb, Bry*, and Whishaw, Ian: Funilamantals of Hunan Nanropsychology,
Freeman, N.Y. 1985 (Second Edition)
6 RudolPh

Arnheim Víilal Thit*ing University of California Press
3

7969

p.140

Design Process may require cognitive abilities such as divergent thinking

skills that cannot be measured by the amount of knowledge one possesses.
Divergent thinking skills produce multiple possible solutions which allow

a

variety of choices to be investigated in problem solving in order to reach a
conclusion. The studenls ability to escape entrenched methods of thinking
may be more important than the ability to use existing paradigms.

Peter Rowe makes several observations about the nature of design thinking.

He suggests that the unfolding of the design process assumes a distinctly
episodic structure, which we might characterize as a series of related
skirmishes with various aspecb of the problem at hand. 'tlsually the results

of these investigations cohere into a more singular direction for the design
activity, although not necessarily as a linear progression of reasoning."

7

Most ideas of learning or discovery in the modern era and in taditional

institutions of learning assume that whatever one might need, whatever one
needs to know about a subject exists somewhere and the task is to get in front

of a good teacher, pay attention and do one's homework. But I believe that
the kind of learning that becomes necessary for survival in the post-modern
age is different. There are many problems relating to the

that

built environment

will require new ways of thinking in order to resolve them. To learn to

?eter G. Rowe: "DoignThinkíng' MIT Press l9B7
4

change the way we think about design we may have to relearn how to make

moral decisions. '1n a culture where beliefs and systems of ethical and
morale judgement making is so diverse, it is important that part of the

learning or discovery process includes ethical and morale discourse.,,8

The status of the designer/architect and the design educational system needs

to evolve from a growing community respect rather than from a pretentious
egotism based on the creation of a precious object. Sensitivity to human
needs, dignity, self esteem, comfort, ritual, sense of place must become an

integrated part of design education in order for this change to occu¡.

In order to explore the wide range of tools used by designers it will be

important to understand something about memory, motivation, cognitive
style, personality

We and. personal skills. These areas contain key elements

that contribute to the making of design and may be the elements we miss
when focused on GPA only for admissions criteria.

MEMORY
Memory is a key element in any creative field. The accumulation and storage
of information, encoding systems, categorization skills, study habits, interest,
and cu¡iosity all affect our memory abilities. often during secondary

8

Howa¡d Ga¡dner "To Opm Minils' Basic Boola Harper Collins New York 1989

5

education a large proportion of time is devoted to semøntfc memory, with

only a small percentage given to productive thinking. Systematic approaches
to learning and memory may create habits that nurture rigidity and

inflexibility.

In order to recognize the cognitive abilities of ou¡ human brain it is useful to
understand its development. Merlin Donalde describes the evolution of

memory as undergoing four major changes; procedural, mimetic
representation, episodic, and semantic. The importance of his.theory related

to this thesis is his claim that we carry with us all the evolutionary abilities
we have inherited throughout those changes. So if early humanoids in their
episodic culture state developed a non-verbal "situation bound" behaviour,

one that allowed for the perception of complex visual events, then we also

respond to and acknowledge complex visual settings. Donald.presents.an.

interesting case for our cu¡rent intellecrual abilities arguing that ou¡ minds
are an evolutionary composite, consisting.of abilities that have-been with us
since the beginnings of life on earth. Between the development of episodic

memory systems in apes, and semantic memory in humans, Donald traces

a

category of archaic but distinctly human culture that mediated the transition.

He argues that the use of these archaic patterns

of.

mimetic representations in

modern human society have remained distinct from the uses of our later

e Merlin Donald Origíns of the Modmr Mittd;Three Støges
and Cognitíon Harvard Press 1991

6

in

the Eaolution of Culture

cognitive acquisitions. In effect there is still a vestigial mimetic culture
embedded within our modern culture and a mimetic mind embedded within

the overall architecture of the modern human mind.

PROCEDUR.4t MEMORY
Procedural level abilities are not much more than stimulus-response
situations. These could be described as the mnemonic (remembered)
comPonents of learned action patterns. Procedural memories must preserve
general principles for action and ignore the specifics of each-situation. For
example, in learning to catch a ball. one must.learn the principle of tracking a

moving object, the starting point or one's initial posture at the time it is

th¡own. Learning a procedure involves setting parameters and forming
general rules. Arthur Koestler refers to "matrices of fixed codes",lO unifying

formulas we apply to perceptual, cognitive, and motor skills. These silent
codes are the way we condense learning into habit and these habits form the

basis of mechanized behaviour patterns. It is only through the connection of

previously unrelated dimensions of experience or the mixing of these
matrices in unexpected ways that enables humans to attain higher levels of

evolution. Koestler refers to this process as "the defeat of habit by

originality." Many of our students employ mechanized behaviour patterns;
perhaps our selection criteria miss those with abilities to connect those

10

Arthu¡ Koestler 'The Act of Crution"
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unrelated dimensions. Unfortunately, many teachers reinforce these patterns

for reasons of efficiency in grading or because they have also formulated
mechanieed methods of teaching and thinking.

MIMET IC REPRESENT ATION
Mimetic skill or mimesis rests on the ability to produce conscious, self

initiated representational acts that are intentional but not linguistic. A
distinction should be made between mimicry and mimesis. Mimicry is an
exact reproduction or imitation. Mimesis adds a representational dimension

to imitation. It incorporates both mimicry and imitation to a higher end by

involving the inoention of intentionøI representation. In an ancient

game

like charades, played by humans for fun despite their possessing speech, the
innate mimetic capabilities of people become evident. These games are played

untrained and. unrehearsed. They are creative, novel, expressive.acts. The

important properties of individual mimetic acts include intentionaliç
communication skills, reference, and the ability to model an unlimited

number of objects.

Mimetic representation is still a central factor in human society. It is at the
very centre of the arts. I¡r iome cases art form is purely mimetic as in mime
or ritual dance. Most modern art forms, even those that depend heavily on
oral or written language, are cognitive hybrids. Opera, theatre, and cinema

I

are all mimetic in style. Very little of what a good film communicates is
capturable in words, although one talks about good movies afterwards to try

to define the meaning. Does mimetic representation play an important role

in Architectr¡¡e? These novel and expressive acts might be the missing part of
today's architectual forms, those missing parts without which cause the

neutrality and repetition often detected in contemporary design.

Merlin Donaldll quotes Northrop Frye describing the underlyt*g
"imagination" of literary art forms, the capacity to reconfigure.the works in
certain stylistic ways. Frye labels these "mythic modes',. These modes

determine the style, the kind of outcome, the ways in which characters and

plots unfold. These "mythic modes" become the driving forces behind the

literary genius and are rooted in our mimetic memory systems. Meaningful
gesture in architecture and interior.design must have.similar {,mythic

modes" although they have been partly obscured by modernism.

Visual thinking is now seen as largely autonomous from language.lz The
same may be said of nonliterate, or naive, musical invention like much of

early jazz,

oÍ.

most sports, and of most ancient human crafts like pottery and

11 Merlin

Donald Origins of the Modern Mínil ;Three Stagæ in the Eaolution of
lIarvard Press 1991
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weaving, which are learned to this day largely without language.

If then, one can make an argument for the integration of concept or meaning
(mylhic mode) into design solution, then one must look for ways of teaching
this important aspect of design making. But more important, one must
question the interest and abilities of those student, teachers and practitioners

willing and committed to move the field of design to new levels by using
these abilities.

EPISODTC MEMORY
Episodic memory is, as the name implies, memory for specific episodes in life,

that is, events with a specific time-space locus. Thus, we can remember. the
specifics of an experience; the place, the weather, the colours and smells, the
voices of the past. Such memories are.rich in specific perceptual content.. So,
one memory system stores the generalities and discards the specifics,.the

other system stores the specifics but does.not generalize. .It seems.self.evident

that the same neural mechanism would have difficulty doing both, therefore
two separate mechanisms likely evolved for the two types of storage. There is
a great variation of memory storage and access capabilities in humans,

accounting for some of ou¡ differences in cognitive style. As I

will

discuss at

length in the following chapter, in order for design to have meaning, human
memories must be evoked in the sensitivity of the design solution. But the

10

designer would have to be able to access these memories and then learn the

skills to transform those memories into form. Presently, we have no way to
evaluate these transformation abilities in students seeking entry to design
schools.

SEMANTIC MEMORY
Semantic memory, the dominant form of human memory, differs

fundamentally from episodic memory. 'Tlumans possess both procedural
and episodic memory systems but these have been superseded in us by
semantic memory which is by far the dominant form of memory. in human

culture, at least in terms of the hierarchy of control."13 Semantic memory has

flourished, not'as a biological evolutionary change but, as a technological
change. With the advent of written language and symbols, humans suddenly
became able to "externalize" their thoughts and ideas. With the ability to.

record information, one could then categorize-it, arrange-it and rearrange it.

Logic and rhetoric appeared. . Collective communication-and..networking

.

soon followed. The kinds of facts usually tested in IQ tests or college entrance

examinations depend heavily upon semantic memory.

The cognitive style of people stipped of symbolic language is familiar to us
because a significant part of normal human culture functions without much

Mhd

Merlin Donâld, Oñgins of tlrc Modrn
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involvement of symbolic language. Examples are found in trades and crafts,
games, athletics, various aspects of theatre induding pantomime, in most
social ritual, and in a significant percentage of art forms. If design is truly a

blend of art and technology, history and culture, would

it not seem

appropriate to require the use of both symbolic language skilts and mimetic
representation?

MOTIVATION
In my ongoing discussions with the admissions.department-at the University.
of Manitoba I have often been told that high achievers (those achieving high
grades at high schools) are often highly motivated individuals and that
statistics have shown that in general highly motivated students seem to be

more successful at University. Yet, motivation to achieve high grades may

differ from the drive or curiosity required for problem solving and creative
thinking in fields related to design and human comfort. Interest in a subject
often leads to motivation which drives the will to proceed. There is little
chance that those

with a keen interest in designing the built environment

would even have an opportunity to excel in related subject areas during
secondary education. Design, art, and music, are rarely offered any more in

North American education at that level. One can be challenged actively or
passively. Active challenge comes from within and is a result of a complex

12

mix of genetic and environmental conditions.l4 Passive challenge results
from openings or the granting of permission; opportunities which present
themselves and are acted upon. This ability to make or find opportunities is

what moves private thoughts into the public domain. It requires a certain
amount of confidence to find these opportunities and involves some risk
taking to allow the opportunities to change one's direction in thinking. If
confidence is necessary for motivation, how c¿ul we expect to find motivated

students looking for admission when they have never had reinforcement in
subject areas that interest them?

C OGNITIVE STYLE
'Most thinkers are disposed to use a limited set of favourite thinking
operations. The logical thinker likes to operate by rules of logic, step by step in
a single direction. The intuitive thinker,by contrast, appears to take ,,mental

leaps" often in surprising directions. while acknowledætrg a genetic
influence in this personal bias toward certain mental operations, we can also
see that education that rewards certain thinking operations, ignores others,

and even penalizes a few. Education in which creative synthesis is ignored or
penalized clearly does not encourage bias toward this important thinking

14lerome K^gan Lætúre on Creatioity

Presenbd at the Smithsonian Institute

7987
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operation."lS Much

has been written about the fact that our current system

of secondary education activety discriminates against the student who is
competent in spatial abitity. The arb seem to be considered as a training in
agreeable skills, as entertainment and mental release. "By the time the

competition for college placement becomes acute, it is a rare high school that
insists on reserving for the arts the time needed to make their practice at all

fruiÚul. Rarer still is the institution at which a concern with the arts is
consciously justified by the realization that they contribute indispensably to

the development of a reasoning and imaginative human being. This
educational blackout persists in college, where the art student is considered.

as

pursuing seParate and intellectually inferior skills. The arts are neglected
because they are based on perception, and perception is disd.ained because

not assumed to involve thought."re

The pertinent literature indicates that there are two "styles of expression",

namely the motoric and the conceptual;.one is thing oriented,.the other is
idea orientedlT. This distinction may have some merit as a description of

l5Robert H. McKim: 'Erperimcæ in Visuat

Thit*ing- Brooks/Cole

1980

l6Rudolph Arnheim , Visral Thittking University of California press 1969 p.3
17 Merlin Donald Origítts of the Moden Minit
,{Íhree Stagæ in the Eaolution of
Culture and Cognition Harvard Press 1991
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it is

typical behaviour, but one must keep in mind that the two attitudes do not
exclude each other. When a person of the motoric type makes such heavy use

of the voluntary and particularly the large muscles of the body he is not
necessarily using his body instead of his mind. Far from being a brainless
athlete,

he/ she may

be the kind of person who thinks best by doing things,

either robustly like a manual labourer or delicately like a watchmaker.....there

is obviously no ceiling on the intelligence at which such motoric people

as

surgeons/ mechanics or sculptors can do their work; on the other hand, a

person strictly limited to the "manipulation of ideas" is not immune to
operating with distressing dullness. Arnheim contends that our educational
system discriminates against the most gifted,. those capable of becoming the.

most productive in the arts and sciences but who have particular trouble with
the formalistic thought operations on which so much of our schooling is
based, and who struggle against them most strenuously.ls

Minds that can associate parallel meanings, for- example,.would appear to be
better suited to design environments than those with more formalistic
approaches. Comedians use parallel meanings (one linguistic, the other
mimetic) with words and gestures. Architecrure and design both have

parallel meanings, underlying context forms the base or meaning of the

design. Forut, light, colour, texture and placement reinforce the meaning and

f

8 Rudolph Arnheim Visual Thinking, University of California Press, Ltd,.1969
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give the place or space its functional and emotional quality. Brunerle
distinguishes two major modes of thought, the narrative and the analytic.

Narrative imagination constructs stories and historical accounts of events.
Analytic imagination seeks logical truth. Narrative skill develops early and
naturally in children, whereas the logical scientific skills that support analytic
thought emerge only after systematic education. The difference between
these modes of thought run very deep. In modern culture the narrative

mode still predominates in the arts, while the analytic predominates in the
sciences. There is

little doubt that na¡rative thought developed earlier in

human history. The supreme product of the narrative mode is myth. The

myth is the authoritative version, the debated, disputed, filtered product of
generations of narrative interchange about reality.

Susanne Langer stated in an effort to describe her vision of meaning and

human knowledge..."between the facts run the threads of uruecorded reality,

momentarily recognized,, wherever they,come to the surface....the bright,

twisted threads of symbolic envisagement, imagination, thought-memory
and reconstructed memory, belief beyond experience, dream, make-believe,
hypothesis, philosoph¡the whole creative process of ideation, metaphor, and

19 I. Bruner Actual Mittils, Pæsible Worlds Cambridç University Press 1986
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abstraction that makes human life an adventure in understanding.20

Dualists2l speak of two systems of representation - a verbal code and an

imagistic code: localizers place the linguistic code in the left hemisphere, the
spatial code in the right hemisphere. Research carried out by Richard
Sperry22 on split brain patients provided early evidence that the left

hemisphere is dominant for linguistic functioning and the right for spatial

functioning. But his "split brain" research provided suggestive evidence that
an individual possesses more than a single consciousness. Indeed, the

individual may harbour two or more consciousnesses or selves, which in the
wake of the surgical intervention, have become alienated from one another.

The questions raised by this research are still in debate. It may well be that

both hemispheres are involved in emotional processing, with the left
hemisphere somewhat more oriented towards euphoria, happiness and

optimism; the right hemisphere towards pessimism, reaction, hostility. That
may be why destuction of one hemisphere seems to produce the opposite

Langer, Philosophy in a Nmt Keyt A study in the rymbolism of Rea*n Rite
FÍarvard University Press Renewed Edition 1979 (ong¡nal7942)

20 Susan¡æ

and

Art

21Dr. Roger Sperry, Studíes wíth loseph
æìntr6, Califomia Institute of Technolog 7967
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22 Dt. Roter Spetry, Sndícs with loseph E. Bogm on patiants utith life-threatming
æizuræ, California lnstitute of Technology 1967
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configuration of traib. It may also be that the consciousness of the left
hemisphere is simply more oriented toward words and other discrete symbols

and analytic categories, while the right hemisphere is correlatively primed for
the emotional, spatial and interpersonal realms. Perhaps we can find

intimations of these two cognitive styles in normal individuals, with

individuals who exploit right hemisphere processes being more
humanistically oriented, while those who favou¡ left hemisphere processes
being more sober, or scientific. Even though these pictures are caricatured,
and the brain is far more than two little selves, one should not minimize

understanding of human intelligences that may eventually be obtained from
studies of the sundered hemispheres.

COINCIDENCE
David Feldman speaks of the necessity for "coincidence", that conjunction of
genetic, familial, motivational and cultural factors which must all be present

for the creative act.23 Jerome Kagan proposed an interesting.theory which

.

described coincidence very dearly at a conference I attended in Chicago in
7987.24 The conjunction happens between what he refers to as the "sub-

personal, the personal, the impersonal and the multi-personal." In Kagan's

æ David Feldman Tufb University quoted in discussion
Mìtuls Basic Books 1989 p.11&116

with Howard Gardner

To Open

24 Braín anil Mínil Conference held at Chicago Institute of Art and Sponsored by Reese
Hospital Departsnent of Neurolory
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description the sub-personal refers to our genetic make-up, those potential
attributes present in our biological make-up. The personal refers to ou¡

upbringing; familial position, early education, peer pressures and
environmental conditions. Here we find the basis for the motivational drive

of creativity. The impersonal has to do with what Kagan refers to as the

"field". This is general information

already known about a subject. A field

can be ripe for innovation for many reasons and

it is interesting historically '

to find the same innovative ideas appearing simultaneously in places with
no possible connection between them. The multi-personal notion has to do

with

acceptance; that is to say that a new idea is onty meaningful

if it can be

understood in some contextual form. Many ideas have been considered
premature in retrospect. These are thoughts which have appeared too early
to be understood and are.only later appreciated for their novelty when the

field has become understood. This notion of co-incidence complicates the
idea of personal or cognitive sfyle. It appears that the interdependence of

many elements induding a great deal of chance is involved in innovative
thought.

PERSONALITY TYPE
An Assessment of Personality Type, Creativity, and Imagery in Interior
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Design Students2s gives evidence indicating a link between personality type

and creativity in design studenb. In thei¡ introduction Diehl-shaffer and
Weber quote Iung (1921). Junds model describes four mental powers and

four attitudes. The four mental powers are sensing, intuition, thinking and
feeling. The four attitudes are extraversion, introversion, judgement, and
perception. fungls model was used as the theoretical base for the Myer's
Briggs TyPe Indicator (MntI)ze which classifies people into one of sixteen

personalif types, stemming from the mental powers and attitudes
mentioned above.

Examples of MBTI dassifications are as follows: The Dionysian

Temperament SP (sensing/ perception) describes those individuals who are
free, independent, and impulsive. They live for the immediate action and
gravitate to jobs where action is involved. They tend to be performirg artists.
Epimethean temperament S| describes individuals having a need to belong.
They are dependable and stable with a strong work ethic. NTs are.classified-as

Promethean temperament individuals. Power over nafu¡e fascinates them.
They have a desire to understand, control, predict and explain their sense of

reality. They enjoy achieving high levels of competence. They

seem to be

Weber An Assessmmt of Personality Type,
Imagry in lntdor Dæígn Stuilmts IIDER 1993

2SJeanne Diehl-Shaffer and Margaret

Cratíoíty, ønil

26 Manual: A guide b the deoelopnmt anil uæ oÍ the Myers Briggs Type Inilìcntor,
Palo Alto, CA: Consulting Psychologists Press
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attracted to the sciences, mathematics, philosophy, architecture, design and
engineering.

The Apollonian temperament individuals are those NFs on the MBTI. They
need to have meaning in life and their hunger is centred on people. They
strive for unity and uniqueness and need to be recognized for this. They like
to better the conditions of people in the world and seem to be drawn to the

arts which involve verbal and written corrmunication. In my exploration of
the social relevance of design in the following.chapter I address the issue of
responding to human needs in the design of the built environment. It might
be important to evaluate the personality types of students seeking admittance

to design schools in order to shift the balance from the predominantly power
and control types to those with a leaning towards more humanly oriented
goals.

PERSONAL SKILLS
'There were originally two ways to und.erstand Apollonian ideals; the first
was about creating or representing a universal ideal (human) form. The
second was not about representation at all;

it was an attitude toward one's

own productive powers that make one balanced and at ease among a crowd of
PeoPLe".27

27 Krome

Baratt

Logic and Design

in Art, ftience & Mathematìæ Design Press 1980:
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Personal skills are a complex group of attributes or deficits ranging from

biological to psydtological, cultural, imitative or familial and in some ways
the least alterable of all the frames of mind. These skills are defined by
characteristics such as motivation, risk taking, daringness, optimism,

willingness, fear of failure, competitiveness, anxiety, interpersonal skills.28 It
is in this area that one's will or determination becomes a key determinate to
success. Benedetto Croce2e describes the process of externalization of
creative idea as being the result of a "vigilant

will" which

a

persists in not

allowing certain visions, intuitions, or representations.to be.lost.

In his book Art, Mind and Brain, Howard Gardner quotes Howard Gruber in
his chapter on creativity in the adult years. Gruber conceives the "whole

thinking" person as harbouring a number of interacting subsystems. One
subsystem involves the organizatton of knowledge. A creative person seeks

to relate various facts and theories scattered across his area of concern in order

to come up with a coherent and. comprehensive,synthesis.30 The idea of

"multiple intelligences" is an old one. There are several relatively
autonomous human intellectual competencies or frames of mind and

2E

Howard Gardner : oFrafites oÍ Mínd" I{arper Co[ins 1983

29 Benedetto

Croce oAnthetic' Nonpareil Books Boston 1978 (Originally published

1909)

30Howard Ga¡dner: " Art,Mìnd, snd

Brcin" Basic Books, Inc. Publishers New York
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Gardner says it should be possible to identify an individual's intellectual

profile. The following are descriptions of these frames of mind. Each has its
potential relevance to design thinking but rarely do we look past the first in

our criteria for admission.

TINGUISTIC ABILITY
The development of linguistic skills assrunes foremost stature.

It is through

reading, writing, and speaking that the majority of human beings in the

world communicate, record, persuade, remember,.entertain and some
believe, process information. Gardner points out four aspects of linguistic
knowledge that have striking importance in human society.. These are: L)
Rhetorical aspect of language; the ability to use language to convince other

individuals of a course of action; 2) Mnemonic aspect of language; the
capacify to use language to help one remember information; 3) Explanation

role of language; oral instruction, the word in its written form, metaphor, and
analogy; and 4) Language explaining ibelf; the understanding

of.

what

language is and how it works; slmtax, semantics,language as a system.

It is the linguistics sphere of knowledge which is most prevalent in Western
primary and secondary education. Therefore it is no surprise that the skills
required for University are tested by the success in linguistically related
examinations and knowledge bases. But what happens to those faculties of
human abilities which are no longer aided by technological changes and
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therefore are no longer considered mainstream forms of communication? I
fear that we are overlooking those very faculties of the mind which could

inform the design process and deserve recognition here.

MUSICAL ABILITY
Both rational and emotional, "music is a succession of tones and tone
combinations so organized as to have an agreeable impression on the ear and

its impression on the intelligence is comprehensible...these impressions have
the power to influence occult parts of our soul and of our sentimental spheres
and....this influence makes us live in a dreamland of fulfilled desires or in a

dreamed hell"31 Part of the organization of music is horizontal; the relations
among the pitches as they unfold over time; and part is vertical, the effects
produced when two or more sounds are emitted at the same time, giving rise

to a harmonic or dissonant sound. Then there is pitch, and rhythm and
timbre-the characteristic. qualities of a tone. All of these elements raise the
question of the role the brain plays in the understanding and creating of
music.

In the last three

decad.es the importance of music education has surpassed the

importance for art education in primary and secondary education. The

Suzuki system tinked to the nurturing Japanese mother and the English

31 *Arnold Sdroenberg
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musical curriculum in infant and junior schools are two of many examples of
the importance placed on musical education at early stages of development.
There is no question that the auditory sense is crucial to all musical

participation.

Rhythmic organization can exist apart from any auditory realization; as in
design, where patterned elements must appear in the created product. In the
case of music the patteurs appear

in sounds and they are finally and firmly

put together in certain ways not by virtue of formal consideration but-because
they have expressive power and effects. Students with developed musical
abilities may be much more adaptable to design thinking than those with well
developed linguistic abilities.

LO

GICAL-MATHEMATICAL ABILITY

Many mathematicians report that they sense a solution, or direction long
before they have worked out each step in detail. Poincaré speaks of
mathematicians who are guided by intuition and at first stroke make quick

but sometimes precarious conquests, like bold cavalry men of the advanced

guard. But eventually if the mathematics is to convince others it must

be

worked out in precise detail with no error in definition or chain of reasoning
and this Apollonian aspect is essential to the performance of the

mathematician. Abstract thinking occurs at higher levels of mathematical
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study.

There is no question that absEaction plays an important role in design

thinking. And that the love of geomehy stimulated the classic elegance of
Greek designs. Many of the world's most sacred places, for example, the Taj

Mahal, have mathematical genius as their inspiration. We cannot
underestimate the power of this important ability.

SPATIAL ABILITY
The ability to visualize forms in space is special and apart from logical or

linguistic ability. Spatial capacities are important.for orientation and..
recognition, graphic depictions. and symbols. Spatial relationships in design
are what create the tension and balance in composition.

It is the designeris

ability to manipulate these tensions and balances that makes a space feel
comfortable or unwelcoming, rigid or relaxed, safe or awe-inspiring.

A very interesting aspect of spatial cognition grows out of the resemblances
that may exist across two seemingly disparate forms or across fwo seemingly
remote domains of experience. This is a world of analogies. Gardner agrees

that mental models or images play an important role in problem solving.

Rudolph Arnheim32 argues that the most important operations of thinking
come directly from our perception of the world with vision serving as the

32 nudotph Arnheim Vísuøl Thinking, University of California Press, Ltd.1969
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sensory system par excelence which undergirds and constitutes otu

cognitive processes. Arnheim suggests that unless we can conjure uP an
image of some process or concept, we will be unable to think clearly about it.

BOD

ILY-KINE STHET IC ABILITY

These cover the range of sensory-motor

skills. Child psychologist ]erome

Bruner33 has embraced the idea that the development of these skills ought to
be conceived of generally, not merely with reference to the bodily activities of

infancy as Piagetsa describes them but rather with respect to all manners of
cognitive operations. The development of sensory-motor skills adds to our
understanding of the world. Dance is a skill through which people

communicate. Skill in sports, theatre and mime all require perfected body
movent. The rigour and control is not something you can lay out in logical
steps.

According to John Martin, a student of performance, we are all equipped with
a sixth sense of kinesthesis-the capacity to act gracefully and to apprehend

directly the actions or the dynamic abilities of other people or objects. He
claims

it is the dancer's whole function to lead us into imitating his actions

33 J.S. Bmner, The Process of Educøtion, Hawa¡d University Press, Cambridge 1960

34 Translation and interpretation of Piagefs work: Bary I. Wadsworth, Piaget's
Thæry of Cognítioe anil Affætioe Dæelcpnmf, Longman Press New York & London 1989

(Fourth Edition)
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with ou¡ faculty for inner mimicry in order that we may experience his
feelings. Facb he could tell us, but feelings he cannot convey in any other
way than by arousing them in us through slurpathetic action.

The manipulation of objects relates to almost every

field: Surgery, Dentistry,

Engineerin& Art and Architecture, Typing, Farming, and Basic Science.
Sometimes hand-eye coordination is merely routine, while at other times a
considerable amount of creativity may be involved.

CONCLUSION
Different abilities are valued in every culture; for example, an excellent verbal
memory was valuable in preliterate cultures; the capacity to navigate
accurately without map or compass is important on dozens of islands in the
South Pacific; sensitivity to tiny sensory cues is critical among hunters in

tribal cultures; skill at dealing with other persoru¡ is necessary in cultures thaû
rely heavily on bargaining. Many of these human capacities command less
respect in Western conceptions of intellectual ability, with ou¡ focus on

logical rational thought.

Lr an evolutionary sense, we have moved from the Socratic method of
rationalism and rhetoric to a less rule driven system. Why then, when

it

comes time to admit students to a discipline that requires a wide range of
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abilities, do we continue to draw students from the same selection pot?

Selection procedures which rely solely on past academic achievement
select a proportion of students

will

with a strong social conscience, a vivid

imagination or creatively talented. But the procedures are likely also to select
many academically superior students with little relevant design abitity. Such
a selection procedure is therefore somewhat of a hit and miss affai¡

if both

sensibility and academic competence is required.

Many students who graduate will doubtless undertake routine assignments..
and it may be argued that competence in the technical aspects of architecture

may often be of more importance than sensitivity in design. Rational
thinking is not being ignored or seen in a detrimental way. The study of
design and architectu¡e requires a composite of talents; sensitivity,
communication skills, technical ability and creativity.

If a wider definition of

aptitude could be applied to selection procedures, more attention could.be

.

paid to the fit between the requirements of the profession, the needs of
human beings, and the types of student best suited to being designers.

It is important that we do not look for a single standard for acceptance into
design schools. Varying abilities would appear to be advantageous, as in

evolution, there must be many variations of a particular theme to allow the
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best

fit for all possible selection possibilities.

There is a contradiction between

the technological idea of networking, sharing ideas, communication...all
those aspects that make a field progress and grow and the emotional notion of

looking back, internalizing and finding personal meaning in design. How do
we go about using both these valuable tools for design making? One way of
proceeding is to observe how a new population of students, those entering

with other "intelligences", works within the framework of the curriculum. It
is possible that the,mix of intelligences of various types of students could
have a synergistic effect in the classroom and studio.

This chapter has looked at potential human abilities that are not yet
considered in the selection policies for design schools. But

if we were satisfied

with the look and feel of our built environment we probably wouldn't even
be asking the question of student potential. It is now important to ask the
second, more difficult question. Is

it possible that our selection policy

continues to perpetuate a technologically. advanced-but emotionølly deficient-

result in the way we design our built environment. To do so we must now

critically review our present urban condition.
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SOCIAL RELEVANCE IN DESIGN
The contexfual setting for writing this thesis is the town of Cassis, fifteen

kilometres east of Marseille. The buildings are constructed of local materials
taken from the quarries outside the town. The building walls are thick to

insulate the homes from the summer sun without the need for artificial air

conditioning. There is abundant pattern and texture, winding roads and
much vegetation (often a road is built around a tree). The scale of the

buildings does not overpower. But most wonderful is the sense of
community that has grown up here, with areas to sit and to talk; with small
squares and parks, where grandmothers and granddaughters meet casually

for a walk and the town elders can sit and watch the children at Play. There
is something about this place that feels familiar and comfortable although it
is not part of my personal heritage. Many people who visit here are attracted

by the place and return over and over again. What are we attracted to and
why?

We as modern humans bring many vestiges of the past to enhance our
appreciation of today's complex world. We smell spring in the air, we sense
oncoming storms, and we touch each other with pleasure. We laugh and
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gesture, expressing ourselves without words. We feel anxiety, terror, fear.

We suffer from light deprivation and claustrophobia. We dance and dream
and desire. Our sensual perception of the world still affects our moods and
sense of well beirg.

With each cultural change from the earliest human settlements we have
developed ways of creating shelter and community, using the current
technology, local materials, and meaningful

form.

Before the indusEial

revolution and today's technological advances in communication. and.
transportation, communities developed their unique indigenous styles,
closely bound by spatial and functional requirements and limited to local

construction abilities and materials on hand. The traditions taught by local
example and respected leadership included a caring attention to detail and

craft, and brought with it a continuous story about the local way of

life.

The

result, still seen in many European small cities like Cassis, was a well
integrated, visually delightful and highly contextual- environment.

Evolution and human history speak through these environments. Richard
Kearneyl quotes Richard Dawkins and describes how he calls these replicating
memory patterns "memes": the cultural equivalent of genes. Examples of
memes are tunes, ways of building pots, catch phrases, verbal, physical, and

culturally meaningful activities. These small towns are a good example of

1

Richard Kearney The Wakc of Ittwgítution University of Minnesota Press 1988
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memes.

Constructivists say that the brain/mind is not only a constellation of organs

but also a repository of language, myth, memories, social norms, cultural
values and beliefs; idealized images of who we are and what we would like

to be. We recognize environments which hold meaning and respond

favourably when we encounter them.

Fifty years after the bfuth of modernism, we can now reflect on the
tremendous changes our architecture and interior spaces have undergone.

Our lives have become functionally enhanced. We have come to understand
the needs of physical comfort. Furniture is designed to

fit the human body.

Equipment facilitates our daily needs. Advancements in lighting, heating,

and air control all insure appropriate environmental conditions. We clearly
understand "function". To function is a question of doing; what we do, how
we do it, where we do iÇ a measured existence, based on numbers and sizes..
But how do we really function? Are there other needs, more basic in nature,
unrelated to "doing" that have more to do with being? In this modern (postmodern) world, how can we again incorporate those "memes", those notions

of meaning and relevance into our environmental habitat?

Could the sense of these "communities" be incorporated into larger urban
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cenEes? Could the use of indigenous building materials and local craft and

construction techniques again become an accepted standard? Might the copies
of famous architects and designers find criticism and rejection? In biology,
the human body rejects transplants of organs not recognized as "self".

Environmentally, we can see the effect of transplanted architecture and

interior design in our cities. It is our responsibility as a school to critically
analyze our present condition and find appropriate ways to change the

present trends.

Semioticists, the scholars of signs, suggest that all the things human beings
create are containers of meaning. A building is thus not only a shelter, but a

statement. And a city is a veritable library. Every object that the eye falls uPon
tells something about its creator,

ild

about the society, and is used to create

meaning within the mind of the beholder.

In Richard Sennef s The Conscience of the Eyt,2 the author describes the
advent of the modern skyscraper. Technological developments of the
nineteenth century made it possible to construct a building where there was
no visual barrier between inside and outside. Originally the design was used

in Kew Gardens (designed by ]oseph Paxton) to create an environment for
plants and flowers, allowing unseasonal growth and tropical plants to

zRichard Sennet The Conscimce of the Eye, Norüon 1990
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flourish in the enlightenment of that period. But technology without
sensitivity led the modern rationalists to create glass boxes for human beings.
From these enclosures humans can see nature and light, but cannot hear the

wind or birds in the Eees or smell or touch nature. This sterility or
disconnection from the surroundings creates a kind of isolation and

neut¡alization, a dehumaniztng effect.

VISIBILITY AND ISOLATION
The theme of isolation in contemporary society is evident in all aspects of our

lives. Watch people in social settings, dancing for instance, each alone,
appearing to be with a parBter but without physical contact. The sense of
touch, or being in touch has slowly disappeared. Is it possible to reverse the

trend set by Mies (the "archon of modernism, who is now accused of
fathering a soulless environment of glass towers in which men and women
are as cut off f¡om one another as from the outside.3) The genius of Mies was

his overwhelming unity of design, "space drawn into itself". But this pursuit
of the whole in the end becomes so setf sufficient it becomes a thing unto

itself. These perfect buildings arouse in others an "intimate of absence", of
"untouchableness". This is what Sennefta describes as the troubling effect of

3 (Mies, the father of visual solitude") Richard Sennet The Conscimce of the Eye
Norton 1990 p.111 An architect of the sublinæ

4 Richa¡d Sennet Thehtscienæof the Eye Norton 1990
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Architecture as great art without conscience; unity without moral meaning.

'The taste and styte of our time associates successful business with clean-cut,
starkly red.uced shape, and the disorder and rapidity of modern living calls for

stimuli of split second efficiency. The problem is that a pattern of high
abstractness fails to specify its referent, whereas the identification of a

particular company, brand, institution, idea, is the PurPose of advertising."S

There is a certain truth to this idea in reference to design. The

communications and representations we see in cinema, magazines,
advertising Suggest a "IooV'that we become used to and subsequently "need'.

Are we satisfied to continue copying the latest or do we want to find other
deeper, perhaps more meaningful ways of creating space?

In the Journal of Architectural Education, ]ohann G. Albrecht presents the
notion of "disproportionate development of human facilities"6; a theme
originally identified by Karl Mannheim in the late 1930s. He describes two
categories of uneven development. The first, general disproportion, relating

to technotogical and scientific advances; and the second, social disproportion,
relating to the ethical and moral capacities in our society. Mannheim's
conclusion is that "the contemPorary social order must collapse

s Rudolph

Arnheim

6 ]ohann G. Albrecht

Vis:¿ia]'

if moral

Thinking University of Califomia Press 1969 p.1tl4

M.A. Ph.D lournat of Atchitectural Eiluution Spring 1990
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power and the individual's insight into the working of the environment do
not keep step with technological development." Marcuse suggests that the
result witl not be collapse of social order but the "total dominance of technical

rationality". How

does this trneven development

of "mind" and "matter" or

the dualism befween humans and objects affect Architecture? What is the

impact of the loss of emotionalism and the loss of poetic and mythical
elements

in the built

environment?

Albrecht argues that we are presently reacting to the constraints of
modernism by "playing with form" but ignoring social needs. Architects,
designers and planners must assume responsibility for social needs and

community issues. "Given the architectural need to create form and the
reluctance to give up rationalism, architecture currently lacks meaning. This
severed effect causes architecture to become internalized.

It

seeks to

find

meaning in itsell rather than seeking relevance in society. The frame of
reference is lost. Designers become slaves to technology and bureaucracy.

With strong competition and a recessionary market place architectural
response is often focused on efficiency and is programme driven. It fits the

straight jacket of technical rationa|itt¡',.2 Programme driven and efficient
design solutions may have

fit

the paradigm of Modernism. But modernism

in arctritectual education treats design

7

as a process, and therefore is definable,

f. Albrecht Architecture anil the Dísproprtionate Dæelopment of Human Føculties

Journal of Archiþctural Education Spring 1990
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objective, sequential and goal oriented. Students learn a method by which to
reach a condusion; a set of operational rules.

In Rowe's comprehensive and extremely analytical work, Design Thinking,
he concludes with three important strategies for change in modern

Architectural theory. The first involves looking at language. He challenges
us to und.erstand the compleúty and potential of language as a design tool.
"semantics, quotation, reference, and above all contemPorary meaning must
be understood and then expressed

as.

architectural form."8 The notion of

language as a part of thought is described by Susan Langer in great detail in

Philosophy in a New Key. If we can't exPress the problem,

if

there is no

meaningful language left to describe the feeling, then there is little chance of
changing the situation.e

Rowe's second strategy describes tricolagei or the making use of found

objects; not just physical objects, but found objects of the mind; processes that

allow the reuse, the recombination, and the reinterpretation of ideas in

a

given context. The interpretation of human needs in context from va¡ious
points of view could lead to a range of understanding and potential design

8

Peþr G. Rowe DæígttThinking MIT hess 3rd printing 1991

e Susan Langer Philowphy ín ø Nat Key
Harvard University Press 1957
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solutions far richer than solutions found using analytically progfammed
process theory. The attention to detail and love of craft is closely related to

the 'bricolage' theme and will be discussed in the following chapter.

Finally, Rowe describes

'W"',

understood as visions or design concepts based

on collective memory of a community, a place, or a culture that ultimately
result in a design resPonse connected to social relevancy.

By changing the way we think about design and therefore changing the way
we make design, who will then be responsible for judging its success?
could. be that the field or community

will

It

be responsible for accepting or

rejecting the change. Stanley Fish10 of John's Hopkins University, in his
description of cultural atheism, states that the responsibility of meaning in
art, literature and architecture is shared between the creator, writer, and thedesigner on one hand and the viewer, reader, or user on the.other. The
acceptability in this case of a created piece becomes a conununity

responsibility and the community becomes an interpretive community.
Such commr¡nities are engaged in on-going projects of reality construction.ll

10 Sanley Fish as quoted
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What

it

Useil tn Be

Uæil to

The community assumes responsibility and in a sense "gives permission" for
the acceptance of an idea, concept, or in rare cases a new paradigm. The
search for knowledge, truth and values may not have all its answers

in the

past. We should be prepared to listen to points of view that are different and
opposing and from present sources, the points of view of the people around
us; people who have dreamed and fabricated reality through cultu¡al stories,

their personal views and insights and their deep concern for the future of this
place. Only when we really start to listen can we begin to formulate an idea of
a relevant criterion for judgement.

All professional fields must be affected by the shock waves travelling outward
from the post-modern deconstruction movement. Harvard Law School's
complex conflict is well described in Ande¡son's chapter on the meaning of

literature.l2 New paradigm shifts are an integfal part of the developmentand understanding of medical research. Stephen Hawkings speculates on

revolutionary changes in the way we understand-physics. Michael Graves.
talks about the influence of representation and alludes to the link befween
image and mind. He claims if we cannot see an idea we can't think about it.

He describes methods of induction and deduction in design thinking and
then adds two interesting alternatives; abduction and appropriation. The last

12

Walter Truett Anderson, PeaIitV Isn't Wlut it llsd to
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Be

Harper Collins 1990

trvo being processes that deal with the issues of applicability, appropriateness

and enhancement of design.rs

The sociologist Erving Goffman describes how people use life as a stage to act

in chaiacter and costume the every day activities of work and private life.la
Goffman's work, a peek into the backstage of society, was widely read and
became part of the folklore about the social constructions of reality.

Architects in the 1960s, familiar with his ideas began to design space that

would accommodate the áesire of people to perform for one another,
clothing boutiques with stages, restaurants with dramatic entrance ways'
theatrical department stores, full wardrobe and dressing rooms as a part of
suburban lifestyte. Venturi, referring to "camp" architecture in the 1960s in
Las Vegas, claimed it was not architecture in poor taste, but architecture that

laughed at itself. Post modern architecture may be camP as well, buildings

with a giggle. When we laugh at ourselves are we dealing with

a

kind of

embarrassment? And if we are embarrassed is it because we are not doing the

right thirg or at least the thing that feels most comfortable? What is an
appropriate response to architecture in the 1990s? In the 1960s architects were
designing buildings in whictr people would perform. Post-modern architects,

13 Graves, Michael; The Necessity of Drawing, Tangible Speculation, Architectural

Dæign47,no.6\W
r4Erying Goffman, TIæ Præmtatiott os SeIf in Eoerydry Life New York: Doubleday
7959
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taking the logical next step, design buildings that are performers themselves,

imitating other kinds of architecture but letting you know they are not being
serious about it. Perhaps

ifs time to get serious.

Richard Kearney daims that one of the greatest paradoxes of contemPorary

culture is that at a time when the "image" rules suPreme, the notion of

a

creative human imagination seems under mounting threat. We no longer
appear to know who produces or controls the images which condition our
consciousness.lS We are visually inundated with imagery of what is current,

what is fashionable, what is

"in",

and what we need and want. When there

is so much offered, why do we need our imaginations at all? I can't help

thinking that there is good reason why Winnipeg looks the way it does. We
have borrowed and copied, applied and adopted, imitated.rather than

imagined,

ild

never really discovered what this city is or could be.

The imminent demise of imagination is a post-modern obsession. Postmodernism undermines the modern belief in the image as an authentic
expression. The advent of the technological image (T.V., video. advertising,

photo reproduction techniques) all signal a momentous shift from the age of
production to the age of reProduction. Kea¡ney daims there is a growing
conviçtion that the images we possess are merely reproduced copies of images

ls Richard Kearney The Wake of hnagirution University of Minnesota Press 1988
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already there before us. This is a depressing thought. How can we hope to

stimulate new imagery or stir our imagination when everything is there
before our eyes?

Perhaps
needs

it is time to re-look at Abraham

Maslowe's catalogue of human

in order to stir our imagination. He describes the basic needs of human

beings: health, dothing, shelter, food, sex, and the cravings of human beings:

love and intimacy, work and mastery, playfulness, spiritual meaning, and

security. Or¡¡ cravings can only be solved in the symbolic universe.
Designers

will

need to reacquaint themselves with symbolism

fulfil their responsibility.

in order to

People seek safety in social structure, seek freedom

from anxiety and chaos and need to belong in a place or in a grouP or family.

Without self esteem (a stable, firmly based evaluation, usually high, of
oneselfl humans cannot reach the ultimate goal of self actualization, the

fullest expression of human potential. Humans are creators. We create
stories, myths, values, and beliefs. These are all part of our symbolic

world

and can be translated into symbolic architecture and design. We live in

.

a

time of communication without community. Global ideas and ideals are
available through multiple information sources. But we, as a community in
the urban sense (local) and in the professional sense (as designers of the built
environment) lack a sense of setl a firm base or centre from which to make
judgements on what is good or what is right for us, now and as we move into
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the 21st century.l6 Post-modernism and globalism are partners, expressing

the largest and most fragmented view of reality (or reality construction) we

as

humans have ever experienced. It feels as if we have baded our integrity as a

community for current modernity and in the trade we have lost ou¡ sense of
self and meaning and spirit.

Anderson suggests that we create the reality of the world we live in through
story telling, and the stories create the imagery and belief systems that we use

to understand

"realif'.

And so we develop an image of the human species

as creators of stories, myths, values, beliefs, theories, morals, laws, and

religions. Socially constructed reality is his definition of what we create. We
are part of this system as thinkers, educators and designers of the

built

environment.

We have much to think about and apply in our ongoing vision and revision

of our goals and mission. The generation of students seeking admission to

.

schools of design and architecture are young people with dranging attitudes

about the environment. These

¿ue a

generation of students raised during the

height of the women's movement who have seen shifts of power in the
home and workplace. Many of these young people have a work ethic and

spirit resulting from resEained employment choices and financial

16

Walter Truett Anderson, Reality Isn't What it Useil to
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Be

Harper Collins 1990

difficulties. There is already a marked swing towards humanism and
personal caring that was less evident in the generation that followed the
second

world

w¿¡r, a time when everything seemed

possible. We should take

advantage of the range of abilities of these young people by offering an oPen

policy of acceptance based on skills that reflect more closely those abilities
needed to readdress the role of architects and interior designers, those who
can create a collective and varied resPonse to human needs, unique works

which will find acceptance in the field because they are sensitive to our Past
and because they respond to social needs of the present.
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CRITERIA FOR IUDGEMENT
"l do not now intend by beauty of shapes what most people would expect, such as that of
living creatures or pictures, but....straight lines and curves and the surfaces of solid
forms produced out of these by lathes and rulers and squares....these things are not
beautiful relatively, like other things, but always and naturally and absolutely"l
"The question of the beauty of geometrical figures is connected with aesthetic Physics.
But if by geometrical figures be understood the concepts of geometry (the triangle, the
square, and the cone) these are neither beautiful nor ugly, just because they are
concepts. lf, on the other hand, by such figures be understood bodies which possess
definite geometricat forms, they will be beautiful or ugly, like every natural fact,
according to the ideal connexions in which they are placed."2

Over two millennia separate the quotations from works by Plato and Croce,
each of whom attempted to define beauty. These particular Passages attracted

my attention by their opposition, and serve as an example of the difficulty in
attempting to define an aesthetic parameter that is relevant for our time and
respectful of our evolutionary and cultural heritage.

Our understanding of beauty does not seeùt to develop from logical or
sequential deductive processes. Instead, I believe our sense of beauty has

more to do with an evolutionary sense of comfort, safety, and pleasure which
has grown familiar to us as humans over a very long period of time.

1

Plato

date unknown

2 Benedetto Croce 1909
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My purpose is to define some fundamental elements that are profoundly
related to human feelings of familiarity and comfort, elements which aPPear
to contribute to what we refer to as beauty. I will attempt to link each

definition to cognitive skills found in human beings; those skills which
differ from rational and testable capabilities, in order to return to my initial
argument for reevaluating our admissions criteria for students entering
disciplines which have aesthetics as their very essence.

It appears that our personal perception of beauty is related to memory;
associations of our Personal past. We, as humans, have a collective past

which can be triggered by associative memories of those things which give us
comfort in ways we cannot necessarily describe. A colour or smell may give
an ordinary form an irresistible beauty. These effects are difficult to quantify
and become the basis of personal and cultural tastes. The associative Process

is an important element in the understanding of aesthetics. Our heightened
excitement in the experiencing of pleasure is the result of a complex mix of
emotions, ranging from pain, fear and anxiety to delight, awe, and ecstacy.

It

is this delicate balance of emotion and past experience that seems to constifute

our sense of beauty.
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'The aesthetic effect of objects is always due to the total
emotional value of the consciousness in which they
exist....sometimes this value may be inherent

in the process by

which the object itself is perceived; then we have sensuous and
formal beauty; sometimes the value may be due to the incipient
formation of other ideas, which the perception of this object
evokes; then we have beauty of expression. But among the ideas

with which every object has relation there is one vaguest, most
comprehensive, and most powerful one, namely the idea of self.
The impulses, memories, principles, and energies which we
designate by that word baffle enumeration; indeed, they

constantly fade and change into one another; and whether the
self is anything, everything, or nothing depends on the aspect of

it which we momentarily fix, and especially on the definite
object with which we contrast it."3

This idea of beauty in the eye of the beholder adds a personal component to
the evolutionary argument that follows and speaks strongly for consideration

of each and every applicant on his or her personal abilities.

The idea that a design should futfil required functions to maximum

efficienry, unprejudiced by past practice, opinion or fashion, has achieved
massive successes, particularly in the design of multiples and mass

production. Le Corbusie/s opinion that a house is a mactrine to live in is no
longer disputed; just as planners now regard a town as a machine to live in.

3 George

Sanayana The Smse of Buuty fuver Publications Inc. New York 1955

reproduced exactly from the original written in 1896
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Failures in the application of functionalism have derived from an incorrect

definition of "live

in".

Functionalists have not always given sufficient

priority to one's joy in the senses, and the need for en¡ichment and
ornamentation of the environment. How do we address the question of
satisfying sensory requirements in the design criteria of every object to be used
by mankind?

CRITERIA
FEELING
Benedetto Croce, in Chapter X of his major work Aesthetic, discusses the
concept of aesthetic feelings. In order to do so he must explain the word

"f.eelingl', a word with rich meaning in philosophic terminology. In the
context of art he uses the word synonymously with impression. He also
describes feeling as the non-logical and non-historicøl character of the
aesthetic fact, that is to say, pure inruidon, a form of truth which defines no

concept and affirms no fact. He defines feeling as a 'special activit¡/, of non-

cognitive nature, having
and

ifs two po1es, positive and negative, in pleasure

pain. If we consider feeling

as one of the senses and we are addressing

the question of fulfilling sensory requirements in the built environment,
then we can begin to argue for non-cognitive alternatives in terms of human
abilities and processes.
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Ln order to understand why we strive to

fulfil

sensory requirements we must

also discuss the concept of pleasure and its importance to human beings.
Once we can define pleasure, we can then look for those elements that have

historically and repeatedly formed the basis of what has sustainably been
described as pleasurable.

P LE A S UR E
Species, including our own, have survived by engaging

in behaviours

contributory and essential to survival. Eating appropriate foods, copulating,
caring for offspring, and selecting appropriate habitation are all instances of

this. But such activities were not consciously undertaken

as strategies for

survival. Rather, survival resulted through natural selection of species
which found an intrinsic pleasure in a preponderance of activities with
survival value. In an unpublished paper, the English geographer Jay
Appleton writes:

"(The creature) enters the world Programmed as it were, to seize
the advantages offered by the envirorunent while avoiding its
disadvantages....This Pattern of activities is indispensable. They
must be put into operation if the creatu¡e is to survive, and this
means that there must be some mechanism which ensures that

they are. That mechanism is what we call, for lack of a better
word, þleasure". There are other words like, drive, desire,
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tibido which one might find employed in the literature. In plain
language we do all these things on which ou¡ survival depends
because we want fo

If

. That is the force which impels us."

one can identify unlearned behaviours with survival value, one might also

say that such unlearned behaviours are based on equally unlearned,

genetically determined pleasure stimuli. As we developed as a species,
humans found that survival was the basic driving force. In order to flou¡ish
as modern humans we then developed complex and subtle ways of deriving

pleasure, using our minds and bodies. It is in this complex and subtle area

that

I will attempt to define the illusive nature of our aesthetic appreciation of

the world.

The fotlowing examples define characteristics that humans repeatedly prefer,

or find pleasure in. In each case, I believe I can clearly show a dichotomy, that
is both a rational and "other" requitement in the making of the pleasure. In
this way I hope to put forth the argument that since the beginning of the
modern movement we have taken a one sided approach to design, and in so

doing have lost an important component in our ability to design things of

beauty. By intellectualizing, theorizing and rationalizing our approach to
design, we have lost the feeling, the spontaneity, and the mystery; and in so

doing have created environments lacking in beauty or pleasure for the
beholder.
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TIME: E XPRESSION OF THE P AST
It has been said that in order to withd¡aw the materials that he/she needs
from the bank of history the designer must pay interest with the capacity to
reinvent forms in a new context. A designer like Emilio Ambasz has been
extremely successful in synthesizing Andalusian form and motif with studied

climatic requirements while incorporating sounds of nature in order to
"complete the language of places of popular Andalusian architecture".4
Accepting the validif of the past can lead to invention. Expression
presupposes impression.

It is impossible to imagine creating in a vacuum.

One must have experienced the sea to write about

it or paint

it.

What then

must we experience to enable us to create spaces for human comfort?
Santayanas believes that we are not always engaged in the idea of the search

for beauty, rather it is an underlying fragrance of our lives, one which is built.
upon over and over, taken out and explored, revitalized and enhanced,
forever with us and forever changing.

If design is informed by a mixture of past experience, deep commitment,
intuitive sense of placement and a passion for transmitting a concept or an
idea and if these abilities emerge and change over years of designing then we

4 Paolo

Portoghesi Postttwilern Rizzoli New York p.106

5 George Sanüayana The Sanse of

Beauty 1896
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are dealing with an exfremely varied and complex mix of human abilities.
Even the notion of being able to 'train' someone to design comes under
question.

NÁRRATIVE

SPACE

'"When we make a design gesture we do

it for humane reasons".

traces the development of the town square by explaining

Sennett

ib evolution in

connection to the Renaissance invention of the mechanical clock. Before the

invention of the clock, people could hear the time by the sounding of the
church bells and could go about their daily routine. When the dock face was
developed it was important to be able to see the dock, so many buildings that
were too close to the dock tower or were too high and obstructed its view,
were removed in order to allow visibility. In this way, town squares were

formed with negative spaces within built environments. "In the glass and
steel tower with its simple furniture carefully placed, we experience an
emptiness that does not duplicate the experience of the Renaissance planners,

for whom clearing \ ¡ay was a positive

acÇ the way

in which these planners

diffused the knowledge of time."6 Sennett refers to this as narrative space. It
tells a story and results in a space with humane consideration and meaning.
The idea of narrative space implies that the designer has a story to

tell.

Do we

search for students with the ability to tell stories? Can we teach design

6

Richa¡d Sennett The Conæimce of the Eye W.W. Norbn and Company London 1990
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incorporating the notion of story telling to students who lack the interest of
the novel, fantasy or fiction? The abitity to transform a picture into a story

might be an important criterion for admission of students to design schools.

COHERENCE
Coherence is the ability of a design to 'hang

together'. "Coherence implies

types of symmetries, repetition of elements and unifying textures that

contribute to a good gestalt. The underlyrng informational theme in
Coherence is the capacity to predict within the scene".7 The ease with which

the information can be organized is important for human comfort. It is this
ease

which helps us to comprehend. and understand our su¡roundings. This

predictability or legibility as Lynch (1960) calls it, enhances our
comprehension of a space and helps to maintain orientation while seeking
other elements. Coherence is taught early in the curriculum of most design
schools as part of the ordering principles of design. The underlying order of a

design offers comfort but on

ifs own

ceates sterility and boredom.

Unfortunately, ordering principles are sometimes the only criteria used. for
judging design success, but order is only one of the steps needed for creating
meaningful design solutions.

7 Stephen Kaplan Aesthetics, Affect, and Cognition I Emtironmantal Prefermce from an
Eælutíorury Pøspætioe Environment and Behaviour Vol.19 No.l January 1987 p.3-32
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LIKENESS AND DIFFERENCE
There appears to be a biological basis to our predilection for ,,likeness,,

tempered with "difference". Nicholas Humphreys suggests there is a survival
value, indeed an imperative, in the ability to discern categories of things on
the one hand and the differences between them on the other. Animals must
be able to recognize their own species to survive, but within their own species

must be able to recognize mother, brother, male, female, friend, and. enemy.
He goes on to suggest that as humans we have developed a great sense of
pleasure with this basic abitity; a built-in delight in categorization and

differentiation. He extends this notion to explain, among other human
oddities, the collector, who finds pleasure in accumulating endless variations
of a particular stimulus type, and can be shown to do so just for the sake of the

variations and commonalities. 'Trom this, it is a short step to an explanation
of the familiar observation that experiences or artifacts consistently ranked
very high in aesthetic value usually exhibit high levels of both complexity
and order. The complexity engages our search for variations of stimuli; the
order reassures us that those stimuli share a common ality; and that we find

in the juxtaposition an enduring aesthetic delight, whether in poetry, music,
or architecture."9

8 Nichotas Humphrey 'Natural Aesthetícs" Essay (1980),
9

Grant Hildebrand rhe wrìght space lJruversity of washington press 1991
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There seems to be a dichotomy which appears in all the preferred arts
between, on the one side order, regularity, simplicity, and harmony, and on

the other, complexity, disorder, irregularity, and redundancy. We tend often

to concentrate on the reinforcement of ordering principles and the selection

of those students with ordered methodology in thei¡ process, ignoring the
equally important but extremely different set of principles vital to the balance.

MYSTERY
Mystery has been shown to be a strong predictor of environmental preference

in a study carried out by Kaplan et a1.10 What is meant by the idea of mystery

in design is the organization of space in which there is a promise of gaining
more information by moving deeper into the space. Mystery refers to
instances when the new information is not present but is inferred from what

is already seen. This suggests some continuity in these settings between what
can be seen and what is inferred. But this also suggests a kind of enticement

of the unknown. In evolutionary terms Kaplan describes this as a process of
"updating and extending our cognitive maps". The curiosify stimulated by
mysterious settings appears to be inferential, reflecting the potential

information in a setting. 'Thus Mystery seems to call upon a reasonably

lostephen Kaplan Aæthetícs, Affect, anil Cognition I Enaironmental Preferarce from
an Ea olutíonmy P er sp ætia e Environment and Behaviour Vol.19 No.l January 1987 p.3-32
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comPlex albeit unconscious, inferential process."ll The notion of mystery in
design requires much more attention.

If "inferential" skills are important in

design process, should our selection policy include tests for these skills?

S,4AICTUARY .4ND REFUGE
Refuge and prospect theory is best described by Grant Hildebrandl2. He quotes

Appleton from a book entitled The Expuience of l-andscøpe arguing that
evidence of pleasurable response to landscape conditions consistently

illustrate certain repetitive cha¡acteristics. These characteristics he calls
prospect, by which he means a place with unimpeded opportunity to see; and
refuge, by which he means a place of conceal¡nent. These are mutually

complimentary, and can be summed up as the dual characteristics in the
phrase "to see without being seen". Appleton offers a biological rationale, for
he points out that the selection of juxtaposed conditions of refuge and
ProsPect confers a vital advantage in species survival. Homo sapiens that

intuitively chose settings which allowed seeing without being seen hunted
successfully without being hunted, and so survived and flourished. But the

intuitive pleasure motive that drove such a choice must have preceded any
grasp of its functional value. The choosing of such settings must have been

11 Stephen Kaplan Aesthetícs, Affect, arut C-ognition I Enaironmmtal Preference
ftom
an Ewlutionary Percpætioe Environment and Behavlour Vol.19 No.l ]anuary 7987 p.3-32
12 Grant Hildebrand "The Wright SWce" University of Washingon Press 1991
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driven by

"tt

intuitive immediate pleasure that was felt by the containment,

safety or warmth of refuge and the command of prospect. Such a pleasure,
genetic to ot¡¡ species, is therefore independent of the functional

utility of the

setting and persists quite independently of our need to call on that utility.
This concept of protection and view finds expression in the search for

"nesting" place, a fundamental requirement of all species. Outstanding
examples of the use of prospect and refuge in design can be found in the

residential interiors created by Frank Lloyd Wright. The human scale of the
entrance spaces and hearth areas offers immediate refuge on entry and the
vistas to large window openings and views of the exterior offer prospect.

FRAGMENT^4TlON T BRICOLAGE
Sennett describes the art of Leger in order to make a point about

fragmentation. He explains that Leger was an artist who used new methods

.

of seeing and recording (painting) to describe fragments of real life from the
present and past. Leger said "you know, the USA is a country where there are

innumerable pieces of refuse. One throws something out rather than repair

it. Thus you see in this painting that there are pieces of irory machine

arms,

and even neckties. What I liked to do in America was make paintings out of

all that." Modernists have trouble incorporating such a pøinterly idea of time
and current life into design solutions. We easily slip into nostalgia and the

quoting of past fo¡ms rather than giving expression to the principles or ideas
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that those forms were based on.

Rowe describes this concept when he refers to bricolage; here we are presented

with the idea of making use of past forms, fragments, and edifices in our
design solutions, not as mere sympathetic contextualism whereby one designs
after the fashion of what is around and about, but as a strategy that provides
both continuity to the past and access to novel future works. "For after all

if

we admit the possibility of recombining, reusing, and reconstructing the old
parts that are laid at architecture's doorstep, some measure of continuity is
assured and the new use to whidr the old parts are put advances the

possibility of new meanings"l3 The danger of an architectural bricolage is that
of legitimacy; its strength is in the sense of cultural continuity.

A bricoleur is a tradesperson or craftsperson in France. The bricoleur fashions
things from found objects with care and ability. To fashion these objects one
needs a love of the craft and a feeling for the material. These are potential

criteria for acceptance into design schools.

WIT
Wit depends on Eansformation and substitution of ideas. In humour it
been said to consist in quick association by similariry. Lr design the

r3

PeþrG. Rowe Dæigttfhfuking MIT Press Cambridge and London
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1991

has

substitution must be valid and the similarity real, though unforeseen or
unexpected. It is a characteristic of wit to penetrate into hidden depths of
things, to pick out there some telling circumstance or relation, by which

noting, the whole object appears in a new and clearer light. Wit belittles one
thing while dignifying another and its comparisons are as often flattering

ironical. When designers recompose fragments in a new context they

as

are

imitating the human activity of humour by bringing about a comprehension
of new meaning through a shift in context. This seems to be one of the
complex ways that modern humans have developed to find pleasure.

Why is humour never considered a criterion for entry into design studies?

Arthur Koestlerl4 claims that "all patterns of creative activity are tri-valenû
they can enter the service of humour, discovery or art. The jester and savant
must both live on their wits; the jester's riddles provide a useful entry into
the inner workshop of creative originality."

RHYTHM .4ND VARIATION
\¡Vhile attending the New Music Festival in Winnipeg

in l,ggS Ilistened to a

composition consisting of one note played repeatedly for approximately ten

minutes. At fi¡st, I experienced anticipation waiting for the repetition to stop
and the composition to begin. The anticipation turned to impatience, then to

la Arthu¡ Koestler The Act of

Crution

Penguin Books 1964
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boredom as the note persisted. But then something interesting happened. I
began to detect subtle differences in the intensity of the sound and the
spacings between the notes. The experience became complex and exciting.

have remembered that experience

I

vividly. what happened, I believe, had

something to do with our need for complexity and variation. We search for
differences, we see because of contrast, it is the difference between things that

gives them meaning. The rational ordering process in architecture of the
modern movement is based on the grid, a centreless and boundaryless form

of repetition. The modern grid is an organization of repeating elements on
which nothing changes....."crowding out the dimensions of the real and
replacing them with the natural spread of a single surface. Insofar as its order
is that of pure relationship, the grid is a way of abrogating the claims of

natural objects to have an order particular to themselves; the relationships in
the aesthetic field are shown by the grid to be in a world apart."7s

How can mutations occur.when an image repeats? My example of new music
may offer a partial answer. Ardy Warhol explored the theme of repetition;
what was unnoticed in one reproduction becomes worth studying in many.
Our perception of the image seems to change in value as one sees it all at once

multiplied.

The difference between a Warhol painting and an interior space

or building is enclosure. As a viewer, one might perceptually manipulate the

ls Rosallnd

E. Krauss Grids; The orígirulitv of the Aoant Gnrde ønd other Modernist

Myths Cambridge MIT

Press 1986
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endless repetition on a canvass. Yet, as inhabitant or user, confined to one
space, one is not given the luxury of subtle variation due to continuous

repetition. Here the user suffers from deprivation of complexity, a fact now
understood by post-modernists in their search for meaning and expression in

design. The deconstructive movement puts a high value on difference,
seeking to create experiences of radical disorientation.

How then can we incorporate variation and mutation, expression and
emotion (din and vigour: Barratt Logic ønd Design Design Press 1980) into the
design process? The Greeks referred to a centredness of human existence by

the word sophrosyne, which could be translated as balance, grace, or poise.

It

is this centering between control and emotion, order and complexity, intellect
and intuit, "socio" and "logical" elements that must be passed on to receptive
and able minds to create living environments.for humans.

How do we know if the students we select have the ability to centre; if they
have the intuitive, emotional and sympathetic abilities needed for the
balance? Grade point average cannot provide this information. Behavioral
research at Harvardl6 has led to tests for 8.Q., an emotional quotient, which

redefines human abilities with reference to character traits. These tests may

help us in ou¡ admission selection.

l6paniet Goleman 'Emotíonal Intellígence" Bantam 1995
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FREE.AND IVOT FREE BEAUTY
Croce describing beautiful, categorizes as follows:
been understood

þy

PurPose; and since

it

'by not free beauties

have

others) those objects which have to serve a double
seems that the first purpose sets

limits and barriers in

the way of the second, the resulting beautiful object has been considered as

not free beauS'77. Architectural works are especially cited in this context.
But Croce argues that by simply making the destination of the object which
serves a practical end enter into the aesthetic intuitive realm, one can

successfully design a thing of beauty by perfectly adapting it to its practical

purpose. 'ß.ustic dwellings and palaces, churches and barracks, swords and
ploughs are beautiful, not insofar as they are embellished and adorned but
insofar as they express their end".18 This notion of expressive architecture.
suggested in 1909 deserves consideration in our present.time.

NOyELTy .4ND UNI QUE NESS
"Genuinely original or novel activities can come about only when an

individual has actrieved mastery in the field where he or she has been

17 Benedetto Croce Aæthetic Nonpareil Boolc Boston 1978 Originally published

18 Benedetto Croce Aæthetic Nonpareil Books Boston 1978 Originally published
7909
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working. Only such an individual

possesses the necessary skills and sufficient

understanding of the structure of the field to be able to sense where a genuine

innovation will lie and how best to achieve

it."re

The notion of novelty is

described as the skill of fashioning an unfamiliar and worthy product in any

realm. Hopefully this generation of designers will rediscover the process
whereby novelty is not the consequence of useless/ perpetual re-invention,

but the result of reintegrating ancient norms which have always been in
agreement with our thought processes, with the forms of the human body

and with the collective memory.

There is a distinction between novelties, those which are cherishable and
those which are

not. It is those "cherishable novelties" that I have attempted

to define. That is to say, those with characteristics that are widespread

throughout the human race that appeal to our sense of beauty, that capture
our imagination, that give us a sense of pleasure; those qualities that make
the difference between 'survivingl and 'flourishind.

Uniqueness in science and mathematics has the advantage of experimental

method to determine whether or not an idea will sustain itself. Uniqueness

in design must be judged in more complex ways and is often confused with
fad or style. It is worth noting that originality and novelty is in fact deemed

19

Howa¡d Ga¡dner Frø¡næ

of

Mind

p. 28f., 289
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undesirable in many cultures in which adherence to an earlier consolidated

tradition is the unquestioned goal.

CONCLUSION
The criteria described here are not all inclusive. I have selected these themes

in order to make connections between meaningful design gestures and
human cognition. These connections relate the notions of aesthetics to our
human potential (chapter 1). Simply state4

if

we Íue now prepared to look

beyond function as a design infonnant, then we

¿ue

ready to look beyond logic

as a design tool.

In ]uly of 1980 the Venice Biennial inaugurated ifs first international
architecture show entitled 'The Presence of the Pasff. It was a Post-modern

exhibition on Post-modernism, architecfure as theatre, architecture detached
from the place that generated

it. It was a return and a departure, a paradox,

as

most Post-modern works are. The symbols and motifs of the work reflected

a

past for whictr we may have subconsciously longed after a generation of

modernism. But most important, the exhibition heralded a beginning, a time
of questioning and most hopefutly, a time of listening. I like to think of the
exhibition in Venice as the first step in the turning point which moves
Architecture and Interior Design from a socio-'lo9*l' to a socio 'emotional'

discipline.
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We, as design educators, must take responsibility for the future of design in

our cities. I have posed the question of our selection policy and its possible
relationship to the design resulb we experience daily in our personal
environments. It seems we have abilities that lay dormant, untapped
resources of tremendous potential for change. But until we even ask the
questions, we cannot expect to affect those changes.

When St. Isadore of Seville wrote the Etymologies (a book about the origin of
words) in the seventh century A.D., he traced the word city back to its

different sources. One is urbs , the stones of a city. The stones were laid for
practical reasons of shelter, commerce and warfare. The other root of ciry is
ciaitøs, and this word is about the emotions, rituals, and convictions that take

form in a city. This division of meaning is a constant and persistent
dichotomy in design thinking. Too much of one creates order and sterility.
Too much of the other, chaos and confusion. We must continually strive to
reach a balance between the two, a complimentary union of function and

emotion that will protect and nurture us as human beings.
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CF{APTER

F

RATIONALE FOR A
FLEXIBLE ADMISSIONS POLICY
Many architecture and design programmes restrict enrollment. Scholarly
research on selective enrollment to date, however, has been inconclusive.

Often restrictions are in place to comply with accreditation standards that

recoÍunend design studio ratios (15-18 students to one critic)l. Others restrict
enrollment because of limited resources or space. Some feel restrictions are
needed to ensure quality graduates and prevent glutted job markets.2
Regardless of the rationale for implementing selective enrollment, problems

invariably are created by this practice with the development and
administration of the selection process.

At the present time students in most undergraduate Architectural and
Interior Design programmes in North America are admitted on the basis of
academic achievement or grade point average (GPA). The University of

North Texas, the University of Georgia, the university of Kenrucky and the

lFIDER, t9gg, p.10
2Whiteside, Rothgeb, and Congleton (1986) Quality Contol: A challenge to interior
design educators. Iournal of Interior Design Education and Research. 12(1),33
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University of Toronto have developed drawing and spatial relations tests for
admissions selections to their programmes.

3

This thesis examines the entry requirements at two Canadian Universities to
determine the relationship between entry criteria and student performance.
The University of Manitoba Faculty of Architechrre selects students solely on
the basis of academic grade point average (GPA). The University of Toronto
School of Architecture and Landscape Architecture selects students solely on
the basis of an admissions test which will be described in the study method.

There is little published literature on the subject of admissions criteria for

Design and Architecture schools. The most relevant findings to date are

found in the study by Gilchrist entitled Creative Talent and AcademicCompetence 4. Gilch¡isfs study considers both "dimensions of

talenf and

their interactive effects on measures of personality, creative activities, and
convergent and divergent thinking skills. The experimental group was
chosen from 209 srudents of architecfure classified as high or low on creativity

and high or low on academic achievemenÇ then split into four groups (15 in
each), one high on both criteria, one low on both, and two groups high on

3 Copies of ttre admissions Þst a¡e found in ttæ Appendx, p. 1-9

a Uargaret B. Gilúrist Genetic Psydtology Morcgrøphs, 1982, LM 261-318 Monash
University, Clayton, Victoria, Australia
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one but not the other. Personality and creative activity variables

discriminated between levels of creativity but not between acad.emic

achievement levels.

Kolar and Gorman (1987)s identified cumulative grade point average (GpA)
as the most important factor for predicting success in passirg a portfolio

review leading to acceptance in design schools. Their findings support college
admission procedures that emphasÞe gradee and standardized test scores. No

literature was found that tests the relationship betrveen GpA and
undergraduate course grades in design studio or didactic course work.

THE STUDY QUESTIONS
Is there a conelation between academic achievement grade point average
(GPA) and the success rate of students at the Faculty of .architecture,

University of Manitoba, durÍng the remainder of theÍr undergraduate
education?

Is there a correlation between the Toronto admission test and the success rate

of students at the School of Ardritecture, University of Toronto, during the

SKola¡ and Gorman, M. (19S2) Determining the significance of standa¡dized
tests
administered to entering Inþrior Design majors. Iournal of Interior Desien Education and
Research. 13(1),45-50
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remainder of their undergraduate education?

STUDY METHOD
The sample for the first study question has been drawn from students in the

undergraduate departments at the Faculty of Architecture, University of

Manitoba after completion of their undergraduate degree. There were
approximately 400 students in the deparhents of Environmental Studies and
Interior Design during this study, between 1986 and 1991.. All data for this
study has been obtained with permission from the Admissions office at the

University of Manitoba.

Data collection was done in1992 and 1993. Grades from all cou¡ses in all years

of both the undergraduate departments of Interior Design and
Environmental Studies were compiled and analyzed. A statistical study of
these data examines the student grades to determine whether or not a

significant conelation exists between admission level GPA, design studio
courses or didactic lecture courses. For the purposes of this study, Design

Theory was selected as the didactic course. Lectures and written examinations
are given in the Design Theory courses, therefore, the form was considered
closest to that of the subjects taken to determine the GPA before admission.

The University of Manitoba study is divided into two sections; Deparfnent
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of Interior Design data and Department of Environmental Studies data. The
mean entry mean GPA differed slightly between the two departments but was

not statistically significant, with students in Environmental Studies having

a

slightly higher grade point average. The study included students who

withdrew from the program and/or those who took longer than the
designated number of years to complete.

The sample for the second study question has been drawn from students in
the undergraduate deparhent at the School of Architecture and Landscape

Architecture, University of Toronto after completion of their undergraduate
degree. There were 62 students in the programme during the period of this

study. Data was collected from

one

full admissions year (1989) and the

remainder of the students' undergraduate cou¡ses between

All

1.989

and 1991.

data for this study has been obtained with permission from the

Admissions office at the Universiry of Toronto.

The admissions criteria for the University of Toronto is stated as follows:

'Tor purposes of selection (at U. of T.) considerably less emphasis is placed
upon the normative measures of academic attainment such as ACT scores or
College grade point averages than upon indications of effective intelligence

for architectute, and it is further to be noted that candidates æ"i"S strong
indications of architectural aptitude may be admitted to the college even
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though their academic achievement might be lower than the minimum
normally required for admission to the university.,,

The Toronto admission test consists of five components: i.) a deductive

reading and drawing assignment 2) a writing assignment 3) a spatial cognition
exercise 4) a directed composition exercise and 5) a personal statement of

interest in pursuing a design degree. (A copy of the Toronto admission test is

found in the appendiç p.1-9

).

The thesis also examines the university of Toronto student grades to
determine whether or not a significant correlation exists between the score of
the Toronto admissions test and the design studio courses.

In addition, the Toronto admissions test was given to the entire first year class

in the Faculty of Architecture at the University of Manitoba at the beginning
of 1992. A random selection of 13 tests was sent to Toronto and graded by the
Toronto test team. Although there was a small sample groupz the data were
analyzed to determine whether or not a significant correlation exists between
the entry GPA of University of Manitoba studenb and how they scored on the

Toronto admissions test.
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OBSERVATIONS
DEP.4RTMENT OF INTERIOR DESIGN DATA
Figure 1 I.D. shows the correlation between entry GPA and design sfudio
236 students who were accepted into the programme of studies

1.

for

in Interior

Design between 1986 and induding 1990. Mean GPA of the five classes ranged

from 3.41 to 3.58. There is no significant correlation between GPA and Srudio

1. (r=-0.02655, p= .6849). Similarly, figures 2,3, and AI.D., show that no
significant correlation between entry GPA and the remaining studio courses
were identified throughout the program.

In contrast, we found a highly significant correlation between studio L and the
remaining studio courses throughout the program (r=0.63769, p=0.0001)
noted in Figures

5,6,7 I.D. It was also found

as

that entry GPA and Theory of

Design were significantly correlated, however, the correlation coefficient is

very low (r=0.15121, p=0.0193) as seen in Figure

I

I.D,

Summary tables of all data analysis for Interior Design are found in Table 10.
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EIVYIRONMENTAL STUDIES DATA
Figure 1 E.S. shows the correlation between entry GPA and design studio 1 for
146 students who were accepted into the programme of studies

in

Environmental studies between 1989 and incruding 1,ggl. Mean GpA of the

five dasses ranged from 3.76 to 3.81,. There is no significant correlation
between GPA and Studio 1. (r=4.04616, p= .5g01). Simitarly, figures Z,S,4, s

and 6 E.S. show that no significant correlation between entry GpA and the

remaining studio courses were identified throughout the program.

As in the Interior Design data, there was a highly significant correlation
between studio 1 and the remaining studio courses throughout the program.
e.g. (r=0.80228, p=0.0001). The data is shown in Figures 7, g, g,1.0 and 11 E.s.

Summary tables of all data analysis for Environmental Studies are found in
Tables 17 øniL1.2.
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UNIYERSITY

OF

TORONTO DATA

Figure T1 shows the correlation between the Toronto admissions test and
design studio 1 for 60 students who were accepted into the programme of
studies in A¡chitecture and Landscape Architecture. There is a significant

correlation coefficient between the entry test and Studio 1. (r=0.25364, p=
0.0505).

Of these 60 students, grade point averages were available for 32. When
students are pre-selected by the Toronto entry test, those with higher GPA
scores have the highest rate of success in the programme. (r=0.49232,

p=0.0042). This significant correlation found on data Tablel3 in the appendix
suggests that using both criteria gives us a strong predictor for success in the

program of studies. It should be noted, however, that GPA was not available
Íor 28 of these students. A further study should be carried out to conJirm this

finding.

As you

will

see

in Figures T2 and T3, the Toronto data confirms the findings

in the Manitoba data with the most significant correlation coefficients found
between Studio 1 and the other studio years.

94

There was no significant correlation found between the University of

Manitoba students' GPA and the Toronto admission test grades. This is an
extremely small sample group. (r=0.1.580, p=0.735). Correlations can be seen

in Figure

T4.

Summary tables of all data analysis for the Toronto Study are found in
Table 13.
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DISCUSSION
The findings in the correlation studies between GPA and studio course work

confirm an aspect of Gilchrisfs findings in her sfudy on ,d.imensions of

talenf and their interactive

effects on measures of personality, creative

activities, and convergent and divergent thinking skills.

6

It appears that

there is little or no relationship between "academic achievement levels,, and

"creative activity variables", using Gilchrisls terminology.

If the skills and

thinking Processes required for design thinking are different from those
required to attain high academic grades in science and general arts course
work, it is not surprising that the data were so consistent in showing

no

.

correlation between GPA and studio design grades.

The thesis was able to study only a sample of students who had alread.y been

.

accepted to the Faculty of Architecture using current admissions criteria.

Starting with a pre-selected group limited the extent of this study. There ib no

way to determine if the students with lower GPA who were not accepted into
the program would have scored as well or not as well as the pre-selected

students. The Toronto study, however, which doesn't select on the basis of
GPA, seems to indicate that the students with lower GPA may do as well (or

6 Margaret B. Gilchrist Gmetic Psydzology Monographs, l9BZ, tO6
261,-glg Monash

University, Clayton, Victoria, Australia
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better).

The most interesting observation from the study is the highly significant

correlation between the grades achieved in the first year design studio course
and the grades achieved in subsequent years of design studio. There is

a

consistently high correlation linked to a consistent p value under .0001 There
appear to be identifiable traits that predict design skills. Those students who

show their ability in their first studio experience, show their ability

throughout the remainder of the studio programmes. Since there is no
correlation between GPA and sfudio

1.,

those traits necessary for success

in

studio are clearly not related to GPA.

The Toronto admissions test appears to be a good predictor for success in
design studio courses but not as good as the studio one indicator. The

Toronto admissions test score is a much more predictable indicator of success

in subsequent design studio couises than the University of Manitoba GPA
score.

There are uncertain findings in the correlations between Theory courses and

GPA scores. Initialty Theory was chosen for the comparative study because of
its similarity to didactic course work used to determine GPA scores. It is
possible that the Theory course has a mix of requirements, some of which
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relate to linguistic understanding, but other components which require

divergent thinking skills. This may be an explanation for the inconclusive
information found in the analvsis.

Ooly 131 of 253 students completed the programme of studies in Interior
Design in the four year period following entry, and 94 of.1,46 students

completed the programme of studies in Environmental Studies

in the three

year period following entry. It is worth noting that the grades of those
students who completed their studies in the standa¡d period of time were not

significantly different from those who took longer (data not shown).
Although we presently allow students flexibility in taking courses over a long
period of time, this observation suggests that we should seriously consider
options for course delivery, access to information, suûuner studios, and block
courses

in order to offer more efficient and economical course delivery for

our sfudents.

The main body of the thesis was written in France

n L994. The University of

Marseille (Luminy) houses a School of Architecture and Design. Gerard
Lebouchet, Associate Dean and undergraduate admissions officer, had
discussions with me about admissions criteria in Canadian schools.

All

students in France who have achieved passing grades at the baccalaureate

level (secondary education) who wish to study architecture or design are
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accePted into courses across the country. Admission selection procedures are

made after the first year in the program. Studenb are permitted to repeat first
year and are given a second chance for entry. Curently, students are accepted

from all baccalaureate majors. The University of Marseille at Luminy is in
the process of determining which of the baccalaureate majors is the best

predictor of success for architecture or design. The conclusions of their five
year study

will

be available in 1999.

It was possible to look closely at our students' profile while collecting the data
for this thesis. It was very clear that many of the students who are finally
accepted into our programme have attempted entry to the program for more

than one year. These students did not have the required GPA at first try and
continued to take courses until they were accepted. The students were

motivated enough to seek alternate routes or to continue to persist with
course

work. Many of these studenb

have excelled in the prograuìme. Some

have achieved honours and gold medals. A simple study could be carried out

to test the correlation between our prize winner's performance against their
entry GPA, to see whether or not those students who perform well have high
entry grade point averages.
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CFXAPTER.

FT

E

RECOMMENDATIONS AND CONCLUSION
Since 1994,I have had the opportunity to direct a new program in the Faculty

of Architecture at the University of Manitoba. The development of the
programme, which links industry, professionals, the university and the

community in mutually beneficial activities, has taken me away from the
teaching role I held when I began this research. As director of the Partners

Program, I have gained insight into issues related to this thesis; issues which

put the question of entry criteria into a larger context.

Many dranges have occurred since the beginnings of this study in 1986. The
most profound is the changing role of the university in relationship to
relevance and accountability. The Faculty of Architectu¡e is

in competition

for survival within the university itself, and must "prove" ifs relevance by
delivering an excellent education to a group of sincere and motivated
students. Ou¡ role is twofold; the first is to insure our students receive an
education that will enable them to enter the broad world of design in the

workplace. The second is to educate the public on the importance of the role
of design in the community to insure the "workplace " continues to flourish.
The implications here are that the university and community must work
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together in a trusting and murually beneficial way. Our students become
emissaries

in the public realm, communicating their interest

and

commitment to the designing of the built environment. This added
dimension requires students to have a social conscience and an ability to
articulate and communicate an important public message.

Originally, the Faculty of Ardritecture's sole mission was to graduate a design
professional (architect, interior designer, landscape architect, or city planner)

who would find work in a professional design or planning office. During the
post-war building boom of the 1.950s, 60s, and early 70s this was an attainable

goal. Demand far surpassed supply and graduates were guaranteed work in
practice (often for a lifetime career). Heroes in the design professions led the
age of modernism, open space planning, "hi-tech"design, post-modernism

and the new free spirit movement. There were opportunities for growth,
financial rewards, and self expression.

Being a design professional today does not come with promises of economic

security or an abundance of work. Those who chose to enter the field of
design do so out of a commitnent to an ideal and a desire to make the world
a better place. Our students have a strong regard for economic concerns and

environmental issues.
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Presently, there are new opportunities for our grads. Research into special

environments, inter-disciplinary studies, new media technolog/, and
connections with industry all present options for the application of design

thinking into new realms. With the broad spectrum of possible employment,
and the understanding that one's career will change often during a life time

of employment, the question of admissions to design schools takes on an
even greater importance.

Given the findings and discussion in this thesis, undergraduate programmes

in design and architecture might consider adopting a more flexible
admissions

policy. Many professional facultiesl offer places to a percentage

of students each year who do not meet the academic requirements for
admissions. We, at the Faculty of Architecture, University of Manitoba could
experiment with a 10Vo entry window. A study of performance level on

L0

students (of 100) admitted for the 1997-7998 academic year, without the
required GPA, but with strong interest in pursuing a design degree, may

provide additional evidence for a shift in our admissions policy.

Using a model similar to the one used in France and described in Chapter
Four of the thesis, the Faculty of Architecture could open

ils admission

lFaculties of: Dental Hygienq Dentisby, Educatio&Law, Management, Medicine, Medical
Rehabilitation, Pharmacy, Social Work and Nursing
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window to accept students who are interested in design (regardless of GPA)
and select students to proceed into second year based on evaluation after the

first year in the program. En¡ollment into our undergraduate Programmes
has been slightly lower than average since the first year University

prerequisite was made mandatory. This becomes an oPPortunity to admit

a

new population of design sfudents.

The significant findings in the correlation between studio grades in the first

year of the progrartme and success in design studio courses for the remainder

of the programme suggests the possibility of offering a design studio course

as

a University One selection. This has two advantages; one for the Faculty of

Architecture, the other, for all students who take the course. Design studio
teaches students to think about things in new \^¡ays.

All students would

benefit from such a course. The faculty could then base an admissions policy
on a more predictable indicator; grades from the Universify One course.

Designing the built environment calls upon the human mind in ways that
are different from the disciplines of arts or science. The fundamental needs

for techno logy,appropriateness, and aesthetic fulfilment require both rational
and intuitive processes. Uniqueness and acceptability in design are connected

to cultural, sociological, economic, and historical influences

.

A designer

a range of tools; figural, semantic, symbolic and behavioral. The design
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process engages many cognitive skills induding use of analogy and

metaphor, inversions and rotations and requires a strong understanding of
spatial scale and depth perception. Intuition and emotion play roles in the

making of design along with rational and logical processes.

If we seek to educate students for the twenty-first century, we cannot rely on
grade point average as the sole criterion for acceptance of students to design

schools. This study is only the beginning of the search for a new model for
admission.

We are living in a time when those designing the built environment must
understand both the technical rational approaches to design and the
psychological, emotional needs placed within that design. The responsibility

to teach new ways of creating an inspirational, functional human
envi¡onment is dependent upon students who are willing to challenge the
norms of our current thinking. With new ways of understanding the capacity

of the human brain, we can now better mould both the curriculum and the
student.

Curriculum changes are underway now in the Faculty of Architecture. The
profile and quality of the student being admitted must also be questioned to
insure we are teaching those with the greatest potential for success.
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RESUME

Uslng 8.5" x11' paper. horlzontal lormal, provlde

a

lyped

personal resumó, statlng your lull name and address'
blographlcal and educatlonal inlormalion, togelhe,r.wilh a

summáry ol your exlra'curricular acllvillos and acconplishmenls,
your hobbles or pasllmes, travel, sports, and interesls.

DEDUCTIVE FEADING AND
DRAWING ASSIGNMENT
The passaç lhal lonows ls an archllecl's descripllon ol a village
In pre-lnduslrlal Easlom Eurcpe. ll provHes a broad-brush word

Fliclure ol lhe summer climale. lhe pallern ol selllemenl, lhe
spal¡alorgarÉzalion and. lnplicilly, lhe conslruclion of lhe lypical

v¡llage coulyard ôrelling,

lls civic and domestlc

planling

schernes. and hinls as lo lhe lamily lile ¡t suslairs.

On an 8.5'x 11'sheel ol while paper - horizonlal formal - make a
nun¡ber of skelches lo convey lo us, as clearly and accuralely as
you can, your conceplionalizalion of lhis house and ils selling,
¡lluslral¡ng lhe essence ol lhe place being described. The
skelches may be dagrammalic or piclorial or bolh. Make as many
sketches as you lind necessary In any medium or meda lhat
seems appropiale.

'They're admiraUe, these vlllages ol lhe great plain. and you
cannol lmaglne lheh Orand slyþ.
The slreels belong lo lhe plalns, absohrlely slralghl, very broad,
unilorm, ¡nlersecled al righl arples and endlessly dotled wilh lhe
lillle balls of lheir ôrarl acadas. The sun s¡nashes if|to lhem.
They're deserled. Life In them ls furlive, lransllory, as ls lhal
upon lhe vast plain lo which lhey are lhe channels. lhe yital
cenlfes. They are, as il were, enorffþus scenery llats, slnce high
walls enclose lhem on bolh sldes. You have lo undersland lheir
impressive unily and lhelr ample arch¡leclural characler: lhe sole
malerial, a bold yellow rendedng: a single slyþt a unilorm skyline
and lhe sirEular acaclas ol such a peculiar green.
The houses $ne up, nontoo wUe bul very deep, and each wilh

Its low gable-end, bul wllh no prolecllng rool lo pose as a
pedimenl upon lhe nsver-ondlng wall, whlch ls overlopped,
Inslead, w¡lh lroes and tho leafy slems of vlnes and cllmbing
roses whlch llll lhe courlyards enlrenched behlnd il wilh
enchanlmenl.
These cwdyards - concelve ol them as a foom: lhe summer
room. Slrrce all tho ÌþuEss are built equldlslant, up agalnsl lhe
enc,loslng wall, and slnc€ lho wltÉow openlngs are conlined lo a
slrqle arcaded lacade. each house has lts coudyard, and lhelr
Intlmacy ls corplele. Beauty, þy and serenily ars concenlrated
here: the latllcework vlne-afbour conslilules a green shade. lhe
white arcade corfod, and lhe lhree hlgh, whlle-washed walls,

repalnted every sprlng,

a

screen as decorative as lhe

backgrourds on Perslan ceranúcs, while, for lhe wagons. a wide
seml-circular arched gal€flvay w¡th a lacquered door ol red or
green, ard a very small one tor people, lhis latler enlerir€ dlreclly
inlo the end ol lhe arcade, open onlo lhe vasl ouldoors.

Calmly seltled between lhelr overllowing vlnes and climbing
roses, and laclrq each olher across lhe slreel dotted lrom end lo
erd wllh the green balls ol lhe fillle acaclas, are iusl lhe bare
yellow lrlangles of lhe lor gable ends.'

WBITING ASSIGNMENT
The lollowing passago by a conlemporary arch¡teclural historian
and crillc ollers 'lhree posslble answers' lo the Sleslion of the
purpose ol archlleclure - or, egually, the purpose of landscape

Whal do you understand by the -three posslble answers' pul
lorward by lhe aulhor? Do lhey adequatsly dellne the rols ol

arch¡leclurs - as a human producl.

environmenl?

'The archilecl llandscape archilec[ does nol work in a vacuum.

His producls are solullons to problems coming lrom the

environment, and lhe solulions also have a letroactlve elfecl.
We lherelore havo lo enquire what the erMronment asks lrom
lhe archilecl , of falhef. what il ought lo ask lrom hlm, and also
how a 'good' solutlon ls defined. The archllecl works in
's¡luatlons'whlch are cornposed In parllcular ways and which
exp$cilly or lrplcllly pose part¡cular qlesllons. The situalions are

lor Inslancs made up ol sconomlcal, pollllcal and social

condlllons. ol ct¡llural tradllons, ol physlcal condltlons such as
c{malo and topography, and nol leasl ol hunran belrps who 'see'
the ervlrcnment In yery dlferent wey6. Tho sltuatlons are nol
slallc, bul ahrays changlrB: lhe pollllcal organlzatlon ol the
sodely changes, tho econorücal conþrclwes oscillale, and lhe
clmale harlly otfers constanl condflons. These fh¡dualions are
always more s¡brúlled lo human gedcllons arid conlrol, and lhe
archllscl has to parildpale In lhs plandry whlch shoutd secure
slaH¡ly lhroqoh lhe charBes.
I

Ingeneral we rnay say thal arctrlteclure flandscapo arcfrllecturel ls
a human producl whlch shouH order and lrprove our relations
wtlh lhe erMronmenl. ll ls therefore necessary lo Invesllgale hotv
hunnn proûrcts are brought forlh. Hence we shouH ask:. Whal
ptrpose has ardileclurc as a human profucl? The funclional-

pracllcal. lhe mlllsu-creatlng and lhe symbollzlng aspecls
consl¡lule lhree posslble answers to lhe q.jesllon'

archlleclure

or

landscape archllecture

ln relallon lo

the

Conrnenl on the texl so lhat we can undersland your answer lo
lhese quesllons. You may wlsh to cile a public buildirp or place
(ie library, town hall. pblic park, lheatre, etc) that you know and
use il to supporl your vlews.
Type lhe lwo paragraphs, double spaced, on one
sheel of wh¡le paper, horizontal lormal.

8.5'x

11'

SPATIAL COGNITION ASSIGNiIENT
Ths lhroo obfecls shoïn opposlle aro tho components of a

slrong
flxltrg.

þlnl In a wood beam whlch requlres no nalls or olher

Corponorüs A and B r€presoril the two pleces of a beam whlch
are to be þlned. The protiles of A and B are tdentlcat but
opposile, so as lo Interlodç

For the convenierne of ths drawlrq, only lhe Interlocklng ends
are shown. The broken [nes Indlcale where the rest of each

flece would be
A þlns B so as lo redsl lenslon (pulling) and compresslon
(squeedrq) shovrn In ths dhedlon of lhe anows.

Corponenl C has a very sllght tapor

In lts lerqilh.

You are asked to work oul how the three plsces would be
assembled to make an etlecl¡ve

lt'paper,

þnt

and, on a sheel of 8.5. x

horlzonlal format, draw a serles of dlagrams to
þdcale. as slmdy as posslblo, the whole proosss ol assembly.

Do rþl use wdnen Instrucllons. Your ssl oi dagrams should de
lo acl as a complete Inslrucl¡on for anyone lry¡ng to

able

.asserÈle lhe

þnl.

5

DIRECTED COMPOSITION

The enclosed coloured prinl, lo guide you as a basis for lhis
erercise. ls a repmdwlion ol a small stlll-fife painlirp made by an

archilecl about lorty years ago. The $Jblect matter is quite clear
and deliberalsly'drdinary-: lhers are half-lllled bollles of wine
and aperitit or'llqueur, carafes. water lfasks and a variely of
gtasses. a boiled-egg lwtrictr ls also lhe dirnple in the bottom ol

We lnvite you to adopt precisely lhs same spat¡al slralegy and
lormal discipline as this architect-painter, as yot, undersland al.
and to compose a stitt-l¡fe ol your own, using lhe following
malerials.
a white Posler board
paper glue or paslg ,

i-he carale iusl b€hind it), a clay pipe and domirpes' allsilling on a

coloured oonslruclion paper lrom an
ink or crayon enhancemenl.

'tippd upt lable top which is realty ths whole canvas, hall

in
stirirgnt (ôr perhaps covered wilh a lable clolh), hall ln shadow.
Atlerñalivety, perhaps lhe lable is dellned only by lhe lwo bollom
horizonlal bands ol ths composilion and lhe lelt-hand cream
reclargle derþles a near wall while lhe righl'hand grey rectangle
a n¡orã d¡slanl wall and, to add lo the ambiguily and richness ol
readings, perhaps lhs pals blue tumbler contalning red wine may
also Oe seen as a window lo some lar hodzon ol lhe evenlng sea,
elc, elc.
Clearly thls archllect was ooncerned wilh palnting as- a closely

discipiined lorm ol plasllc exptorallon. Note how hls oblecls

'occr¡py'lhe enlire surlace ol the canvas and how lnsislenl he is
on the-primacy ol a strorB, slmple organizing geomelry. ln lhis
example, lhe dlvlslon ol lhe canvas ¡nto two equal parts, bolh

horizontally and vedlcally, ls only the beglnnlng ol a very rlch sel
ot spatial and lormal rela$onshlps eslabnshed wlth lhe regulating
aid ot carelully consldered proporllons.
Nole. also. how dreclty the lorm ol each oblecl ln lhe pa¡nling ls

conveyed by lhe dellnealion

ol lts characterlsllc outline or

conlour, by lhe sirpls acl ol shovring a lop view al lhs same l¡me
as a lronlal view. and how lho lorrrs ol lhe ob¡ecls rellerale ard
re-echo each other by lhe repetillon and the engagemenl ol lhe
conlour ol one wilh lhat ot lhe olher. Finally, lake nolo of how
deplh and lransparency are oblained by means ol plane lippng
and lhe layerlrg of obþds. These €venls. plus lhe use of cobur
whlch ls not always represenlatlonal, comt¡ine lo make lh¡s lillle
palnllrB Inlo a klr¡d ot mlsb tor lhs sye.

8.5'x 11',

8.5'x 1t'pad.

Using the white poster board as a base wllh lhe long side
horizonlal, cul, lear and pasls lhe coloured conslruclion paper lo
il, overlapping as may be necessary, to make a collage
composition lilling lho area avallable. The subfect maller ol your
comþsllion ls ló Include, but ls nol limiled to, the lollowing
oblecls.
a table, contalntng:
a cotlee pot (ceranlc, melal or glass)
a plale, otp and saucer
a lable knils
a water lug (ceranüc or glass)
a waler glass
pepper and salt rills (wood, melal or clear plasl'rc)
a bottls or carale ot wlne
a w¡ns gfass
a napkln In a naPkln drB
a book, oPen or closed
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